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Sammanfattning 
 
Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia, SVSA, i Lonsdale tillverkar exteriöra och 
interiöra backspeglar till passagerarfordon, backspeglar till lätta lastbilar, 
motormekanismer till elektriska motorer och dörrhandtag. Schefenacker Lighting 
Systems Australia, SLSA, i Taree, New South Wales, tillverkar lampor, blinkers, 
extraljus till bilar och lastbilar, samt interiöra och små lampor. Båda företagen har 
sina egna laboratorier för miljö- och prestationstester placerade vid fabrikerna. 
Testerna som utförs motsvarar 10 års normalt användande av produkten. SVSA i 
Lonsdale har expanderat sin testning av produkterna det senaste året. Testningen av 
en ny familj backspeglar som är större än tidigare speglar har resulterat i en 
investering av ny testutrustning och en delning av laboratoriet i maj 2006 i två 
byggnader. Ett nytt testlaboratorium flyttade in i delar av en lagerlokal på Aldershot 
Road, 500 meter från laboratoriet vid fabriken på Sheriffs Road. För att effektivisera 
testandet i laboratoriet, planeras en sammanslagning av de två laboratorierna 
tillsammans med det fotometriska laboratoriet i Taree i början av 2007. 
 
Målet för detta projekt är att rekommendera en layout för det sammanslagna 
laboratoriet, planerad med Lean Production. 
 
Layouten ska passa in i lagerlokalen på Aldershot Road som är 1006 m2. 
Verksamheterna som inkluderas i sammanslagningen är det existerande laboratoriet 
på Sheriffs Road, de delvis redan existerande delarna på Aldershot Road och det 
fotometriska laboratoriet från Taree. 
 
Metoderna som använts för att skapa en effektiv layout är Förenklad systematisk 
lokalplanering, datainsamling, litteraturstudier och benchmarking. 
 
Två detaljlayouter utvecklades och utvärderades. Layout1-room har ett 
temperaturkontrollerat rum placerat mitt i lagerlokalen med utrustningen för att testa 
funktionerna på produkterna. Layout2-open har två öppna ytor, en för den nya 
utrustningen och en för den existerande utrustningen på Aldershot Road, planerad 
efter en ny familj backspeglar. Utöver dessa delar innefattar layouterna ytor för 
reception, kontor, personalrum, godsmottagning och leverans, vibrationsrum, ljudrum, 
dammrum och det fotometriska laboratoriet från Taree. Dessa två layouter är 
likvärdiga inför verksamheten och en slutlig utvärdering mellan dessa var nödvändig. 
Funktionerna är likvärdiga i de båda layouterna och kostnaden för investeringen, samt 
driftskostnaden blir den avgörande faktorn. Layout1-room är mer passande enligt de 
flesta faktorer och blir dessutom betydligt billigare.  
 
Därför rekommenderas att implementera Layout1-room. Utöver denna 
rekommendation, ges ytterligare ett förslag till att installera ett väl fungerande värme- 
och kylsystem, samt införskaffande av nya arbetsbänkar med justerbara höjder, 
utrymme för ben, knän och fötter för stående arbete. 

  



 
 

  



 
 

 
 
Summary 
 
Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia (SVSA) in Lonsdale manufactures Passenger 
Vehicle Exterior & Interior Rear View Mirrors, Light Truck Rear Mirrors, Motor 
Mechanisms for Electric Motors and Door Handles. Schefenacker Lighting Systems 
Australia (SLSA) in Taree manufactures Tail Lamps, Turn Signals, High Mounted 
Stop Lamps, Interior Lighting and Small Lamps. Both of these divisions have their 
own laboratory where usage and environmental tests are performed on the product. 
The tests performed are comparable to normal usage of the product over ten years. 
SVSA, Lonsdale has expanded their testing in the last year. Testing of a new mirror 
family which is larger than earlier mirrors has resulted in investment of new test 
equipment and a split of the laboratory in May 2006 into two facilities. One new test 
laboratory area was created on Aldershot Road 500m from the laboratory area on 
Sheriffs Road. To make the laboratory more effective an amalgamation of these two 
laboratories and the photometric laboratory in Taree is planned in the beginning of 
2007. 
 
The aim for this project is to recommend one layout for a new amalgamated 
laboratory, planned with a view towards Lean Production. 
 
The new layout shall fit in an allotted area of 1006 m2 in the warehouse on Aldershot 
Road, which belongs to SVSA, Lonsdale. The facilities that will be included in the 
amalgamation are the existing laboratory facility on Sheriffs Road and the additional 
laboratory facility already located on Aldershot Road, and the photometric facility 
from the test laboratory in Taree.  
 
The methods used for achieving the layout are Simplified Systematic Layout 
Planning, data collection, literature studies and benchmarking.  
 
Two detailed layouts were developed and evaluated. Layout1-room has one 
temperature controlled room located in the middle of the warehouse, with equipment 
for testing the performance. Layout2-open has two open areas, one for new planning 
of performance and durability, and one area for the durability test planned for the flow 
of the new mirror family already existing on Aldershot Road. The layouts include 
areas for reception, offices, employee rooms, goods reception and delivery, vibration 
room, sound room, dust room and the photometric laboratory from Taree. These two 
layouts were both adequate for the laboratory business and a final evaluation between 
theses two were necessary. The two layouts were very similar in function and the cost 
for investment and running becomes the knock-out factor. Layout 1-room was most 
appropriate in all issues for the amalgamation and is the one recommended.  
 
Additionally a further recommendation is to install a well functional heating and 
cooling system and the purchase of work benches with adjustable height giving space 
for legs, knees and feet when standing work is performed. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the project and the background of it. It also presents the aims of 
the project and the limitations. 
 

1.1 Company background 
Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia (SVSA) in Lonsdale was founded in 1944 as 
Rainsfords Metal Products. Since then, the company has progressed from a metal 
forming business to a world class manufacturer of automotive vision systems and is 
now owned by Schefenacker International. The main products manufactured at SVSA 
today are Passenger Vehicle Exterior & Interior Rear View Mirrors, Light Truck Rear 
Mirrors, Motor Mechanisms for Electric Mirrors and Door Handles (Employee 
Handbook 2005). 
 
Schefenacker International is a private company with its head office in Esslingen 
Germany and with companies located in the US, Europe, Asia and Australia. The 
company is the leader in rear vision mirror manufacturing with 30% of the world 
market. It is the largest manufacturer in Europe and North America, and has a 
proportionate position in Asia (Employee Handbook 2005).  
 
Schefenacker International has three operating divisions: 
Rear Vision Systems, which manufacture rear vision mirrors for passenger cars and 
trucks, motor mechanisms for electric mirrors. It covers the full market spectrum – 
premium, mid and low end (Employee Handbook 2005). 
Lighting & Electrical Systems, which manufacture the most, sophisticated lighting 
systems worldwide. Products include interior lights, tail lights and electrical switches 
(Employee Handbook 2005). 
Sound Systems, which manufacture the premium BoseTM sound systems, recognized 
as the high tech, high value industry leader (Employee Handbook 2005). 
 
Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia in Lonsdale has approximately 620 
employees in January 2007 (Ellis, Validation Manager). 
 
 

1.2 Test laboratory background 
Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia (SVSA) in Lonsdale manufactures rear 
mirrors and door handles, but also motor mechanisms to dish washers. Schefenacker 
Lighting System, Australia in Taree (SLSA) produces tail lamps, turn signals, high 
mounted stop lamps, interior lighting and small lamps. The usage and environmental 
testing of the products are currently performed within these two laboratories (Ellis, 
Validation Manager). 
 
The products are tested during development of the product and most frequently just 
before taken into production; also some tests are performed after the manufacturing 
has started. Tests are also performed when changes and updates on a specific product 
has to be done (Ellis, Validation Manager). 
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The test laboratory at Schefenacker Vision Systems in Lonsdale (SVSA) used to be 
located in the main building on Sheriffs Road. In May 2006 the laboratory was split to 
accommodate additional capacity associated with the Ford P356 project. The result 
was the creation of two test laboratories, one in the main building on Sheriffs Road 
and the other in a warehouse on Aldershot Road, 500 meters away from the main 
building, see figure 1. As part of Schefenacker Lighting System Australia’s goals of 
transferring all NPI (New Project Introduction) responsibility to SVSA, it was 
identified that transferring the management and location of the SLSA test facility to a 
location close to the design team at SVSA was of key importance (Ellis, Validation 
Manager).  
 

1.3 Project background 
Both the inefficiency caused by the split of SVSA’s test facilities and the move of 
Taree’s test facility lead to the plan of making an amalgamation of the laboratories in 
the off site building on Aldershot Road (Ellis, Validation Manager). 
 
 
 

 

Laboratory area 
Sheriffs Rd. 

Laboratory area 
Aldershot Rd 

Figure 1. Photo of Sheriffs Road and Aldershot Road (Google Earth 070430). 
 
It has further been identified that the additional capacity generated could provide a 
new revenue stream for SVSA and the decision was made to seek new business as a 
provider of commercial laboratory services (Ellis, Validation Manager). 
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1.4 Aims of the project 
The aim of the project is to present two layouts for the test laboratory on Aldershot 
Road at Schefenacker Vision Systems in Lonsdale, and recommend the one that is 
most flexible and effective in a view of Lean Production. A cost calculation of the 
layouts is also presented. 
 
The integration with the photometric laboratory from Schefenacker Lighting Systems 
in Taree and the economic profit with commercial activities are taken into 
consideration. The project lies within the Australian work environment laws and 
guidelines. It is required that the employees feel participation with the results.  
 

1.5 Limitations 
  

• The layout must fit into an allotted area of 1006 m2. 
 
• The photometric laboratory has a shape of 16 x 3 meters and this will not be 

changed in the relocation. 
 

• The metrological equipment in the laboratory on Sheriffs Road will not be 
considered in the relocation. These will remain located where they are 
currently situated. 

 
• No investment in new machines and test equipment will be considered, if the 

investment will not lead to a future profit for the company. 
 

• The new layout will not affect the existing durability chambers already placed 
in the building. 

 
• The results of the layout presented will not have an affect on the design of the 

products produced at Schefenacker and the project will not consider the 
material handling from Sheriffs Road (manufacturing area) to the new 
laboratory located on Aldershot Road. 

  
• The time for the project is limited to 20 weeks. Two persons working full time 

on the project, gives 40 working weeks to the project. 
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2 Methods 

This chapter describes the methods that have been used throughout the project. It also 
explains how we have been using the different methodologies in the project.  
 

2.1 Methodology 
Throughout the project circular planning has been used, as figure 2 shows. This way 
of working makes it easy to get deeper and deeper into the project and no final 
decisions are made before you have enough knowledge about a specific issue 
(Ranhagen 1995). In this project the first lap consists of the following steps: define 
the project, identify and analyse the current and the future situation, establish the 
requirements, relationship chart/diagram, block layout, and evaluation chart. When 
this was done, lap two started. In lap two all steps in lap one were done plus, a detail 
layout and an evaluation between the detailed planned layouts. Finally lap three 
started and all the steps in lap one and two were gone through and a final layout plan 
was designed.  
 

Lap 1 

 

Lap 1 

Lap 3 

Lap 2 

Define the project  
Identify and analyse the current and the future 
situation 
Establish the requirements 
Relationship chart/diagram 
Block layout 
Evaluation chart 
Lap 2 
Detail layout 
Evaluation 
Lap 3 
Final layout planning 

 
 

Figure 2. Project plan with laps 1-3.  
 

A Gantt schedule for the project was set up when starting the project (Fridlund 1995). 
The schedule includes activities, all given a certain time and a dead line for when to 
be finished. The method gives a good overview of the project and makes it easy to see 
how the project proceeds. Meetings with the Validation Manager, Michael Ellis and 
the Supervisor, Anna Ihs, were held once a week to make sure the project was 
heading in directions as expected.  
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2.2 Mapping and analysing 
Data collection and literature studies were made to get a good understanding of the 
current and future situation. 
 
In the start of the project data was collected about the laboratory business to get a 
good view of the processes, the machinery, and the test methods in the laboratory. 
Two days were spent working in the laboratory. The laboratory assistants were more 
than happy to help us understand the business and answer all our questions. 
Literature Research has been made throughout the whole project, to find out 
information on theories used for layout planning and planning laboratories. The 
Internet has been frequently used for finding information about laboratories in 
general, certain laws and restrictions connected to laboratories. 
 

2.3 Specify goals and requirements 
The requirements for the project were listed in a specification. The specification was 
first briefly made and during the first lap of the project cycle and in lap two the 
requirements became more defined. For the list of requirements see chapter 7. 
 

2.4 Development and evaluation 
For development of the layouts Simplified Systematic Layout Planning (SSLP), group 
discussions and bench marking were used. When the specification of requirements 
and the analysis of the current and future situation were done a few layout alternatives 
were developed. These were evaluated to fit well to the specification of requirements 
and the factors that were weighted highest in the evaluation diagram designed in step 
3 in SSLP.  
 
SSLP has been used as a method when developing the layout (for detail description 
see chapter 3.2). This method was performed in six steps; chart the relationships, 
establish space requirements, diagram activity relationships, draw space relationship 
layouts, evaluate different alternatives and detail the selected layout plan. A block 
layout was first made and then detail planned layouts. 
 
Group discussions were held in different forms throughout the whole project. A half 
time presentation was held on what had been achieved so far, such as part time goals. 
Alternative layouts were discussed with the labour a couple of times during the 
project, which gave good feed back and new ideas to the detailed planning. Further 
meetings after the presentation were held to come up with a good final result of the 
layouts.  
 
Benchmarking gave a lot of input and inspirations to the project, how to plan and 
think when designing the layout. The companies visited were Amdel, ZF Lemforder, 
Futuris, and Philmac. The laboratory at Amdel is a testing company for different 
automotive tools, minerals, and oil. Amdel was built up of many small rooms. The 
facilities were not adjusted for laboratory work, but it worked out quite well anyway. 
The machines became naturally insulated from one another. One disadvantage is the 
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created corridors due to the many small rooms. Another disadvantage is the sound 
level from the machines the operators are exposed to when working with the 
computer located next to the machines. ZF Lemforder is a manufacturer of car parts. 
Of interest at this company was that they had stock integrated in the production on the 
shop floor and the store was fluent. The company has developed its own system for 
the stock, called Warehouse Management System based on coordinates. Futuris 
produces automotive parts and use a method called Just in Sequence. We found this 
system interesting for a manufacturing company. Philmac produces connectors. 
Philmac has an open storage area for all the injection moulding dies. An overhead 
conveyor system is used to transport the dies in an efficient manner. Philmac also has 
good visual systems for work in progress and planning boards. Monitors are situated 
above every processing line to see the status of the different machines in the line. 
These ideas with open storage and a good cleanliness inspired us in our layout. 
 
During block layout planning and detailed layout planning, computer aided design has 
been used and drawings are in AutoCAD 98. Computer based drawings make changes 
easy and still holds the right dimensions. The programs in Microsoft Office have been 
used during the project for analysing and report writing. 
 
Two adequate layouts were developed and these were similar but have some 
differences in case of building conditions. To separate these two, a cost calculation 
was made on these two layouts. Finally an evaluation between these layouts and a 
discussion with some laboratory workers and the validation managers lead to a final 
recommendation for the company.
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3 Theory 
This chapter describes the theories of Lean Production and layout planning that has 
been used in this project. 
 

3.1 Layout 
Plant layout problems are generally latent or hidden and therefore difficult for 
management to see. Indirect material handling costs are hidden and transport and 
storing costs are essential. A poor plant layout can often result in: 
 

• High material handling costs 
• Cycle and lead time delays 
• High Work In Progress (W.I.P) inventories 
• Lower than optimum quality 
• Product or parts damage 
• Safety and morale problems 
• Poor equipment utilization 
• Congested aisles 
• Wasted floor space 

 
A poor layout is difficult to improve after implementation. Still there is a need to 
continuously improve the plant layout (Phillips 1997). 
 

3.1.1 Production system 
By identifying and profiling the product on the market, it is possible to compare the 
product with the production system. The market changes fast, often faster than the 
production system. The production strategy needs to be updated when market and 
products change, to keep a good agreement between the product and the production 
system. The starting point for product profiling is the fundamental ability for different 
processes and layouts. Table 1 shows three different processes and different aspects of 
them. A “one piece process” makes a big product width possible, while a “continuous 
process” with a line based layout makes a narrower product width possible. The 
“intermittent process” falls between these two extremes and is normally a mixture of 
processes, which gives a layout with many different processes in the plant. (Bellgran 
& Säfsten 2005) 
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Table 1. A compilation of qualities within different process and layouts based on Hill, 2000; 
Olhager 2000 (Bellgran & Säfsten 2005)   

Aspects 
One piece 
process 

Intermittent process 
 

Continuous 
process 

  Fixed position Functional Flow Line  
   shop floor group layout  
Market/product      
Type of product special special → standard standard 
Product width wide wide → narrow very narrow 
Customer order size small small → big very big 
Product introduction, 
tact high high → low very low 
What does the 
company sell ability ability → standard standard product 
How is order won? delivery speed delivery speed → prize prize 
Production      
Process techniques general general → dedicated dedicated 
Product mix 
flexibility high high → low inflexible 
Volume low low → high very high 
Amount of die 
changes many many → few few 

Main task 
meet 
specification 

attentive to 
specification → low cost low cost 

Investment/Cost      
Investment level limited limited → high very high 
Stock level as required low → high very high 
Products in Work high high → low low 
Finished goods 
inventory low low → high high 
Cost for work low high → low very low 
Cost for material high low → high very high 
Overhead low low → high high 
Organisation      
Direction decentralised decentralised → centralised centralised 
Level of 
specialisation 
support to 
production high low → high very high 
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3.1.2 Functional layout  
Functional layout is known by machines with the same function being placed in 
machine groups or departments, for instance drilling, grinding, heat treatment or 
surface finishing. The products or batches flow in different ways through the 
production. In a functional layout the flexibility is high and the possibilities to high 
capacity utilization are at least theoretically good, even though the variety of the 
products and product’s flows keep changing (Produktionsorganisation 2005). 
 
A big functional shop floor normally consists of about 1000 employees and 50 
machine groups. Thousands of production orders can circulate at the same time and 
several thousands of operations can be performed every week. This creates big 
problems in direction and coordination and leads to long through period time. Only 3-
5 % of the through time for one part is normally taken up by work and 95-97 % by 
waiting for transportation between departments and for the next machine to process. 
The functional layout is therefore not only characterized by flexibility and high 
capacity utilization, but also extensive planning, high capital tie up and a lot of 
transportation (Produktionsorganisation 2005). 
 
 

3.1.3 Flow groups  
Planning and coordination problems can be large in customer related manufacturing 
and functional shop floors. When the production volumes and the shop floors grow 
the following problems start to show more easily; long through times, bad reliability 
of delivery, large stocks, high administration- and manufacturing costs, motivation 
difficulties, high spoilage and lack of quality. The problems caused by functional 
grouping of the machines can be solved by building a flow group. In a flow group the 
machines are placed in the direction of the process flow. Every machine group is 
normally manned with fewer operators than the total amount of machines in the 
group. Every member of the group should be able to handle more than one machine 
and the members decide where they are needed at the moment. It is their job to plan 
their work so that the production runs smoothly/flows. Working in flow groups means 
flexible tasks for the operators. The group is in charge of the detailed planning and 
responsible for capacity utilization, reliability of delivery and quality. The through 
time and stocks normally decrease and the productivity and quality increase. The 
administration costs decrease and the work satisfaction for the operators’ increases. In 
many companies flow groups are complementary rather than a substitute to the 
functional layout. One problem with flow groups is that the layout gets less flexible 
over time, as products change. This leads to that the utilization in the flow groups 
decreases (Produktionsorganisation, 2005). 
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3.1.4 Guidelines for Cell layout  
The design of a process or machine group for one person performing all work 
elements efficiently, automatically avoids isolated islands of activity, minimizes 
inventory accumulation between processes, eliminates excessive walking, removes 
obstacles in walking paths, and brings the people-driven, value-creating steps as close 
to one another as possible. The machines and workstations should be close together 
and the inside width of a cell should be kept to about 1.52 m if possible. Figure 3 
shows a narrow U-shape, which can be both larger and smaller depending on the 
process (Rother & Harris 2001). 
 
 

 
Figure 3. U-shape cell, material goes from one station to another (Rother& Harris 2001).  

 
 

3.1.5 Non-flow factors 
The relationship between activities and functions can be based on material flow or on 
non-flow factors. Non-flow relationships are usually mapped through interviews with 
a number of key persons within the company and also among suppliers and 
customers. Typical important non-flow relationships exist for maintenance, tool 
storage, lunchrooms, restrooms, quality assurance, general offices and locker rooms. 
Usually there are several non-flow factors that must be considered in the layout 
design. One of the most important factors is flexibility. Lack of flexibility is one of 
the most serious problems a company can face. Operations that will need a large 
expansion area should never be placed in the centre of a plant (Philips 1997) (Ett 
strukturerat Bondförnuft, 2005). 
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3.2 Simplified Systematic Layout Planning 
 
Simplified Systematic Layout Planning, or SSLP, is a common method to use when 
there are many different factors to take into consideration in any layouts planning. 
This systematic approach is documented by Richard Munter. The method is broken 
down into six basic steps that are needed in order to arrive at the “best” layout for a 
plan. The six steps are; 
 
 
1. Chart the relationships. 
This begins by identifying departments, activities, or work centres to be included in 
the project. It’s best to keep the number in the range of 10-15 work centres. The 
Relationship shows an estimation of the desired “closeness” between one work centre 
and another. This is made for all combinations of work centres, see chapter 8.1 and 
appendix 1. 
 
 
2. Establish space requirements. 
For every function and activities, establish the necessary area and other physical 
feature that may be required such as; overhead clearance, maximum overhead 
supported load,  maximum floor loading, minimum column spacing , water and 
drains, steam, compressed air, foundations or pits, fire or explosion hazard, 
ventilation, electrical, see chapter 8.2 and appendix 2. 
 
 
3. Diagram activity relationships. 
All the activities and functions shall be sketched in a function chart. Every activity or 
function will get a specific symbol. These symbols will be connected by different 
kinds and the number of lines depends on the relationship between them. Start to 
connect all the symbols of pairs that have an A (Absolutely necessary) relationship 
with four lines, than go on with sketching the activity that have an E (Especially 
Important) relationship with 3 lines. Then if necessary do a new chart and add all the 
functions that have I (Important) relationship with 2 lines, followed by sketching the 
function with an O (ordinary) relationship with 1 line and then the U (Undesirable) 
function connection with a wavelike line, see chapter 8.3 and appendix 3.  
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4. Draw space relationship layouts. 
The next step is to combine the relationships diagram with the space requirements for 
each activity. When doing this by hand, it is best to use paper with a grid and set a 
scale such that the entire drawing will fit on one sheet. These area blocks can also be 
placed in the building that will be used for the task. Figure 4 shows an example of a 
space relationship diagram in its simplest structure. For viewing the areas placed next 
to each other within the building, called block layouts, see chapter 8.4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Picture of a space relationship diagram. 

 
 
5. Evaluate different alternatives. 
The first step in evaluating different arrangements is to decide on the criteria by which 
each layout will be evaluated. These criteria may include things as easiness of 
supervision, flexibility in expansion, cost, and material flow. These factors must then 
be prioritised and assigned a weight value with the highest priority factor being a 10, 
the second a lower weight and the third even lower and so on. Then, evaluate and rate 
each alternative layout by these factors using the same A, E, I, O, U ratings as used 
previously. After rating each alternative, convert the letters to numbers, A=4, E=3, 
I=2, O=1, U=0, and multiply by the respective weight values. Weight*rating = score. 
The total score for each proposal should be the best alternative.  
 
 
6. Detail the selected layout plan. 
Up to this point, the layout consists of blocks or various shapes for departments and 
areas. In this step you will be developing the final plan that will be used as a guide to 
show exactly where everything is placed when you install the plan (Mohr&Willett 
1999) (Phillips 1997) (Ilar 2005 extract; Förenklad Systematisk Lokalplanläggning).
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3.3 Lean Production 
Lean Production has its origin in Toyota and its effective production system. A huge 
study of the Toyota Production System in 1990 resulted in describing it as a Lean 
production, though they made it possible to produce more with less resource. The 
Toyota Production System has two essential elements “continuous improvement” and 
“respect for people”. Continuous improvements, Kaizen1 characterize Toyota’s 
approach to doing business and challenge everything. More important than the actual 
improvements is creating a learning atmosphere for the individuals that not only 
accept but embrace change (Liker 2004) (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat 
Bondförnuft 2005). 
 
One good way of describing the Lean production system is by using a house. The 
house needs roof, pillars and fundament to become a house and if any link is weak it 
will weaken the whole house. Almost every company that adopts the Lean production 
theories make their own version of the house to fit their business. The roof of the 
house defines the company’s goal of the quality, lowest cost and shortest lead time. 
The columns consist of working tools that helps to optimize the company with Just In 
Time (JIT) and (JIDOKA) (Liker 2004) (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat 
Bondförnuft 2005). 
 
JIT is about producing just in time when a product is needed, to make this possible 
tools such as Kanban, Andon2, Tact time, Pull system, One Piece flow and cell 
manufacturing are used. Kanban is a signal system, historically cards were used to 
signal the need for an item. Kanban is a common tool in Lean factorys. JIDOKA 
means automation by using automatic stops, Poka Yoke3, In-station quality and solve 
root causes of problems; these will help the company to deliver products without 
defects. The fundament of the house includes elements to stabilize the business, and it 
also includes the company’s aims, and these are the basic tools to start working with 
Lean Production, such as TPM4 and 5S. (Liker 2004) (Lean Produktion-Ett 
strukturerat Bondförnuft 2005). 5S will be described in chapter 3.3.4 
 
 
In the centre of the house we often find people and teamwork, common goals, cross-
training, continuous improvement, safety, ergonomic, attitudes and engagement (Liker 
2004) (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat Bondförnuft 2005). 
 

 
1 Kaizen is Japanese and stands for "change for the better" or "improvement"; the English translation is 
"continuous improvement" or "continual improvement". 
2 Andon is a manufacturing term referring to a signboard incorporating signal lights, audio alarms, and 
text or other displays installed at a workstation to notify management and other workers of a quality or 
process problem.  
3 Poka Yoke is a tool that makes it impossible to do wrong in a process. 
4 TPM (Total Process Mangament) is a tool that will help the company having stabile and standardised 
processes with clean and systematic work areas and also help the company to reduce all wastes. 
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3.3.1 Visual Management 
Visual management helps the company to achieve better productivity and quality. In 
visual production it is easy to get quick information if anything is wrong in the 
production. It is of importance to easily identify stocks, machinery cracks, defects and 
the on going processes. Boxes to identify things could have different colours and 
marks on the floor that identifies where everything shall stand. All equipment and 
tools should have specific places that are well marked. Visual displays for information 
about the ongoing process with signs that are easy to understand make it easy to see 
what is right or wrong according to the process, an example is shown in figure 5. A 
signboard is a useful tool to communicate between the different locations of areas, 
supplies, tools and equipment as well as to indicate how many of a certain item 
belongs in a place. A wall display is a useful tool to show what is going on in the 
factory; it can be a combination of text and charts to tell the story of an improvement 
process or project. Different types of maps are useful. Location maps show all parts of 
a physical area, and process maps track activities and information about procedures 
and work flow (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat Bondförnuft, 2005) (Liker 2004) 
(Grief 1989). 
 
Photos are another good visual tool to document and communicate a “correct” 
standard situation. Improvement Data and Progress Charts, such as These trend, pie, 
SPC, Pareto charts can be posted in the workplace to keep everyone informed on an 
ongoing basis about the progress of improvement activities (Lean Produktion-Ett 
strukturerat Bondförnuft, 2005) (Liker 2004) (Grief 1989). 
 
Visual signs with a good overview of the production make it a safe and effective 
workplace (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat Bondförnuft, 2005) (Liker 2004) (Grief 
1989). 
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Figure 5. Example of a good, easy visual Lean planning board (Schefenacker Power point SPS 
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3.3.2 Continuous flow 
Continuous flow is the ultimate objective of Lean production, and creating continuous 
flow is a goal of countless Kaizen projects. A continuous flow, also called a pace 
maker process, shows variable and intermittent flow of products. Ideally the product 
would flow all the way through the value stream from raw material to customer (Lean 
Produktion-Ett strukturerat Bondförnuft, 2005) (Rother & Harris 2001). 
 
When working with a continuous flow the whole process will stop if one product is 
wrong and all the staff will be working on solving the problem so it never appears 
again. When working in a constantly flow, it is of importance that every different 
work step or work stations takes the same time so no bottle necks exist for a stabile 
tact time without any stop or buffer in the flow (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat 
Bondförnuft, 2005) (Rother & Harris 2001). 
 
A company often has different products and at first it is critical to find product 
families so U-cells or lines can be designed after them. Product families can be found 
by using a matrix, shown in Table 2, designed with different products in the Y-axis 
and the different work steps in the X-axis. When a product family is defined, a cell or 
line can be planned after this. When no product families are found the company can 
be too complex to create cells and lines in detail flow systems (Lean Produktion-Ett 
strukturerat Bondförnuft, 2005) (Rother & Harris 2001). 
 
Table 2. Assembly steps and machines. The assembly steps are almost the same for product Z3, 
Z4 and Z5. These products can be put together as one product family. 

             

PRODUCTS 
End 
form braze  bend Sub assembly crimp  test 

Z2 X    X X X 

ASSEMBLY STEPS AND MACHINES

Z3 X   X X X X 
Z4 X   X X  X 
Z5 X   X X X X 
Y8   X X     X 
SG-3 X X X    X X 
 

3.3.3 Standards 
All improvements achieved have to be documented and developed as common 
routines and methods that everyone can do in their daily work. It shall almost be 
ingraining a law of how to work and design a platform where everything can start and 
from that make further improvements. Through standards it is easy for a new 
employee to get into the work routine and find for example tools needed to be able to 
complete the task. It is important to make a standardisation easy, because if it is 
complicated it will be hard to implement. (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat 
Bondförnuft, 2005) (Liker 2004) 
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When making work instructions it is good if they are well visualised with photos and 
pictures. With a standardised work method it is easy to go back in the process and see 
what went wrong during the process. A photo of what the workplace looked like 
before start is just as important as during the process, to be able to set up for next task 
or next person. Guidelines and handbooks are a good way to implement the standards 
in the workplace. Working methods, instruction and education about how to work is 
also a good way when starting standardised work. Quality claims, rules and norms 
must be well visualized and known for the workers (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat 
Bondförnuft, 2005) (Liker 2004). 
 

3.3.4 5S 
Good housekeeping is essential for a trouble free business. The 5S’s is a systematic 
approach that originates from five Japanese words which describe the aspects of good 
housekeeping; these have been translated into English and are sometimes formulated 
as 5C that is almost the same thing (David Hutchins International Limited 2006). 
The definition of 5S can be following; 
 

“One place for everything and everything shall be in its place, everything shall be tidy 
and ready for use” (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat Bondförnuft, 2005). 

 
When implementing 5S into a business it can gain 25% more from the working time 
by not wasting time looking for tools. The quality will be higher on the products and 
safety problems caused by dangerous equipment in a bad position will disappear. 
Other factors that will be better are; reduced set up times, reduced cycles times, 
increased floor space, more efficient use of labour and better equipment reliability. 
(Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat Bondförnuft, 2005) (Liker 2004) 
 

1) SEITON – Sort  
This is often the first step to start using 5S. Give all tools and equipment an adequate 
place for its use. All clutter in benches, between benches on the floors and elsewhere 
shall be sorted. Anything that is doubtful or has a high asset value should be Red 
Tagged meaning that a Red Tag is placed on it and the tool is set in a holding area 
where a person from the company can have a look at the tools and see if there is any 
value in it, if not it will be scraped. It takes a ruthless attitude to eliminate clutter, but 
once done the improvement is instantly valuable. 
 

2) SEIRI – Systemising and Standardisation or set 
SERI is about classification and tool selection. Define what material and suitable 
equipment will be used for each task or activity. Select what information is needed to 
perform it. Make places for everything; define aisles, working areas or material and 
parts. Set maximum and minimum limits for parts and materials. Create tool shadow 
boards and be attentive that the desk and benches are clear. 
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3) SEISOU – Shine, Cleanliness 

SEISOU is about keeping the work area clean. It should be seen as an opportunity to 
restore everything back to its former glory. Painting the floor, walls, benches and 
machinery are typical things that are necessary to keep the working area in a good 
condition. It is of importance that regular cleaning and checking of the equipment 
function are done. A systematic cleaning of tools, machinery, benches and work area 
is needed to always keep the areas tidy and ready for use. 
 

4) SEIKETSU – Standardise  
SEIKETSU has two meanings health and hygiene and also standardizing. When 
taking this point into consideration the company shall create good conditions of 
hygiene, checking illumination, atmospheric pollution, sound and temperature also 
keeping visual records for easy evaluation and comprehension. According to this it is 
good if everyone does things the same way, everywhere, and every time. Work area 
layouts and storage techniques should be standardised wherever possible. Establishing 
standards that will be regularly applied to the work place are essential. 
 

5) SHITSUKE – Sustain and ingraining the 5S’s into the culture 
This is about developing the habit of looking at procedures and rules, self control and 
self direction. When the standards are in place everyone has to be self disciplined to 
uphold them, these will then help them to become habitual. Management must uphold 
the efforts of the workforce and prevent anyone or anything from compromising the 
new standards. 
 
(David Hutchins International Limited 2006) (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat 
Bondförnuft, 2005)(Liker 2004) 
 

3.3.5 The seven wastes 
There are seven wastes that normally appear in a company and when working with 
Lean Production. These wastes need to be reduced to achieve the goal of Lean 
Production. When all the wastes are gone the company will be lean. The seven wastes 
are as follows:  
 

1. Overproduction 
Overproduction means that the companies produce more than they actually need and 
that can lead to a high cost for a manufacturing plant. One way to reduce 
overproduction is to use “Just in Time” (JIT), which means that every product is 
produced when required. Overproduction manufacturing is referred to as “Just in 
Case”. This creates excessive lead times, results in high storage costs, and makes it 
difficult to detect defects. The simple solution to overproduction is turning off the tap; 
this requires a lot of courage because the problems that overproduction is hiding will 
be revealed. The concept is to schedule and produce only what can be immediately 
shipped and improve machine changeover/set-up capability.  
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2. Waiting   

Whenever goods are not moving or being processed, the waste of waiting occurs. 
Typically more than 99% of a product’s life in traditional batch-and-queue 
manufacturing will be spent waiting to be processed. Much of a product’s lead time is 
tied up in waiting for the next operation; this is usually because material flow is poor, 
production runs are too long, and distances between work centres are too big. Goldratt 
(Theory of Constraints) has stated many times that one hour lost in a bottleneck 
process is one hour lost to the entire factory’s output, which can never be recovered. 
Linking processes together so that one feeds directly into the next can dramatically 
reduce waiting within a process.  
 

3. Transporting  
Transporting products between processes is a cost incursion which adds no value to 
the product. Excessive movement and handling causes damage and are an opportunity 
for quality to deteriorate. Material handlers must be used to transport the materials, 
resulting in another organisational cost that adds no customer value. Transportation 
can be difficult to reduce due to the perceived costs of moving equipment and 
processes closer together. Furthermore, it is often hard to determine which processes 
should be next to each other. Mapping product flows can make this easier to visualise.  
 

4. Inappropriate Processing  
Often termed as “using a sledgehammer to crack a nut,” many organisations use 
expensive high precision equipment where simpler tools would be sufficient. This 
often results in poor plant layout because preceding or subsequent operations are 
located far apart. In addition they encourage high asset utilization (over-production 
with minimal changeovers) in order to recover the high cost of this equipment. Toyota 
is famous for their use of low-cost automation, combined with immaculately 
maintained, often older machines. Investing in smaller, more flexible equipment 
where possible; creating manufacturing cells; and combining steps will greatly reduce 
the waste of inappropriate processing.  
 

5. Unnecessary Inventory  
Work in Progress (WIP) is a direct result of overproduction and waiting. Excess 
inventory tends to hide problems on the plant floor, which must be identified and 
resolved in order to improve operating performance. Excess inventory increases lead 
times, consumes productive floor space, delays the identification of problems, and 
inhibits communication. 
 

6. Unnecessary / Excess Motion  
This waste is related to ergonomics and is seen in all instances of bending, stretching, 
walking, lifting, and reaching. These are also health and safety issues, which in 
today’s litigious society are becoming more of a problem for organisations. Jobs with 
excessive motion should be analysed and redesigned for improvement with the 
involvement of plant personnel.  
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7. Defects  

Having a direct impact on the bottom line, quality defects resulting in rework or scrap 
are a tremendous cost to organisations. Associated costs include quarantining 
inventory, re-inspecting, rescheduling, and capacity loss. In many organisations the 
total cost of defects is often a significant percentage of total manufacturing cost. 
Through employee involvement and Continuous Process Improvement (CPI), there is 
a huge opportunity to reduce defects at many facilities. 
 
(David Hutchins International Limited, 2006) (Lean Produktion-Ett strukturerat 
Bondförnuft, 2005) (Liker 2004) 
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3.4 Work environment 
 
There are several benefits of designing a workplace with a good work environment. It 
can improve productivity, safety, and health, and increase satisfaction for the 
employees. To achieve a good work environment the workplace shall be designed for 
natural ergonomic postures, enough space, aisles, safety, temperature and sound 
(Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004). 
 

3.4.1 Ergonomic and workplace design 
Adequate working space must be determined by considering the type of work and the 
demands of space that is necessary. A well designed work station should provide 
sufficient working space to allow the arrangement of equipment, tools, displays and 
controls used in the job in a way that allows the person to work comfortably and 
without strain. The person should be able to (AS/NZS 29821: 1997): 

• adopt an upright, forward facing posture 
• have a clear view of the task, perform the major tasks at waist height and 

within easy reach  
• work comfortable without excessive twisting or bending of the body 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Recommended Standing Workplace Dimension (adopted from Champney 1975; 
Faulkner 1970; additional information from Kroemer1971, extract from Chengalur, Rodgers, 
and Bernard 2004) 
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Ideally a workstation should be adjustable as work surface heights vary according to 
the task. The following heights are widely recommended (OHS&W 1995): 

• 50-100mm above elbow level for delicate or precise work 
• 50-100mm below elbow level for general light, manipulative tasks 
• 150-400mm below elbow level for heavy work, particularly involving 

downwards forces. 
 
Fine work should be performed in a seated position, whilst heavy work is usually best 
performed standing. For mixed work tasks the work station should allow the 
opportunity to sit or stand. Figure 6 shows the recommendation for standing work 
(Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004, extract from Champney 1975, Fulkner). 
 
When planning the floor space it is necessary that fixture, fittings and equipment 
including under-bench cupboards shall be stable in all applications to make easy 
cleaning of the floor surface beneath them (AS/NZS 2982.A:1997). 
 
It is necessary to have enough space around the work area to keep it clear and not 
cause damage to products or operators because of collision or stumbling. The 
minimum width of working space between benches is recommended that if workers 
are on one side of the aisle, plus through traffic the width shall be 1200 mm and if 
workers work in a cell or on both sides of an aisle with no through traffic the width 
shall be 1350 mm. Different trolleys and trucks are used in different industries and the 
aisles need to vary depending on the equipment used in the laboratory, shown in 
figure 7 (Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004) (AS/NZS 2982.A:1997).  
 
.  

 
Figure 7. Minimum clearance from Aisles and Corridors (adopted from Thomson et al. 1963; 
Woodson, Tillman and Tillman 1992; Access Board 1998 extract from Chengalur, Rodgers, 
Bernard 2004) 
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A work place that involves manual handling has to be designed to accommodate for 
this. The handling of the products shall be safe with no risk to health and safety 
(OHS&W 1997). NIOSH Manual Guideline Table can be used to calculate if a weight 
is too heavy or not to be handeled (NIOSH 1994). Figure 8 below shows a summary 
of what lifts that are recommended or not, due to weight and how far from the body 
they are used. 
 
The lift frequency is also of interest when studying manual handling of tools. When 
lifts lasting only a few seconds and the frequency of lifting is less than 1 minute, local 
muscle fatigue is not likely to be present. But if lifting gets up to 15 times per minute, 
a muscle fatigue accumulates quickly unless recovery time is designed into the job 
(Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004). 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Acceptable occasional lifts based on weight and horizontal and vertical location of the 
load-percentage of 50/50 male and female population accommodated (Chengalur, Rodgers, 
Bernard 2004). 

 
Rapid Upper Limb Assessment, or RULA can be used to calculate the hazards of 
repetitive upper limb work. It is a survey method developed for use in ergonomic 
investigations of workplaces where work related upper limb disorders are reported. 
RULA is a screening tool that assesses biomechanical and postural loading on the 
whole body with particular attention to the neck, trunk and upper limbs (Osmond 
Ergonomic Workplace Solutions 1992). 
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The way a production or office area is laid out can have an effect on how efficiently 
people do their jobs. Extended travel distances and lack of space to store supplies or 
to inventory product can put excessive time pressure on an operator who is trying to 
keep a machine running. Some general considerations when laying out a production 
workplace or office area are as follows:  
 

• Services needed by several people should be placed in a central location.  
• The communication needs of different operations should be kept clear. For 

example, it is important to be able to see from a control console to 
manufacturing equipment.  

• Noisy, heat-producing, odour-producing or visually distracting operations 
should be modified or located to minimize their effects on other operations.  

• The work area should be arranged so the product can flow through it, 
preferably in one direction, with minimal rehandling (Hall 1966 extract; from 
Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004). 

 
 
When designing laboratory areas it is also important that floors, walls, benches and 
ceilings are in an adequate material which is smooth, impervious and resistant to the 
chemicals used in the laboratory, is of adequate mechanical and structural strength, 
compatible with the nature of laboratory operations and operator comfort, slip 
resistant and easy to clean (AS/NZS 2982.A:1997). 
 
While planning the work area it is important to consider electrical safety 
requirements. Electrical shock can arise from, exposed contacts and conductors, and 
damaged insulation on electrical plant, leads or service, wet conditions in the area in 
which the equipment is used. The risk of electrical fire can arise from overloaded 
circuits, loose connections, heating equipment, short circuits, and inappropriate 
electrical plant being used in hazardous environments. It is necessary to have a 
systematic approach in the management system to control the electrical devices in the 
plant (OHS&W 1995). 
 
Different types of lamps and different intensity can be chosen. Anti-dazzle lamps may 
also be necessary to use when polishing tasks are performed. What type of light 
source that is best to use for the task is first chosen than the intensity of illumination 
must be adopted (Johansson 2007). 
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3.4.2 Noise 
A plant shall not have a noise level that exceeds L Aeq8h

5 of 85 dB(A) (OHSW 1995). 
A noise level at 85 dB(A) is not to be recommended even if it will not lead to a 
hearing loss, it may contribute to performance decrements caused by distraction or 
annoyance. In some types of tasks, noise from office or production equipment can 
reduce the effectiveness of communications and make it difficult for people to 
concentrate. As a general rule, such noise should be kept below 50 dB(A), or 40 
dB(A) for high-concentration tasks according to Kjellberg and Landstrom 1994 
(Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004). 
 

3.4.3 Thermal comfort zone 
The air temperature effects the workers effiency and well being. A good temperature 
for workplaces in the summer is from 23 oC to 27 oC and in the wintertime a 
temperature between 20 oC and 24oC is recommended. (Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 
2004) The Australian and New Zealand standards says that a permanent form of 
heating should be provided in laboratories where the temperature consistently falls 
below 20°C during working hours. Where high temperatures in the laboratory can 
give rise to identifiable potential hazards, cooling should be provided. Any heating 
and cooling system provided should be design to maintain a temperature of 22±2°C 
throughout the laboratory except where another temperature is required (AS/NZS 
2243. 1:2005).  
 
Different ventilation systems can be used to achieve the right temperature. The 
systems have different effects on the surrounding area. Natural ventilation is the most 
preferred. Natural ventilation uses the natural effects that cool air is heavier than 
warm air and it will help the air to circulate in a building. No fan or other equipment 
is helping the air to circulate.

 
5 The L Aeq8h refers to the average noise exposure level throughout an eight hour working day measured 
on  the A weighted noise scale A weighted means that measuring instrument has been adjusted to 
mimic the hearing characteristic of a human ear. 
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4 Description of the current situation 
In this chapter the organisation, the layout, the products and the work environment in the test 
laboratories at Schefenacker Vision System in Lonsdale and Schefenacker Lighting Systems in Taree 
are described. This description refers to the current situation in September 2006. 
 

4.1 Products 
The largest group of products manufactured at Schefenacker Vision System in 
Lonsdale is exterior mirrors to the automotive industy. Door handles and motor 
mechanism to dish washers are also being developed and manufactured here. 

4.1.1 Mirrors  
The mirrors produced vary in size and form, shown in figure 9. The mirrors are 
produced on request from the customer and Schefenacker is trying to fulfil the 
demand and desire from the customer. The largest manufactured mirror at SOSA is 
the P356 mirror and has a size of 55 cm x 33 cm. This is the largest product and it is 
used for trucks. Some of these mirrors also have a telescoping function which means 
that the mirror can be adjusted out from the car and a wider viewer angle is received. 
The normal sized rear mirror is about 24 cm x 15 cm and weigh 1.5 – 2 kg. The P356 
mirrors weigh up to 9kg. Due to the mirrors variety in feature and design, different 
usage and environmental tests have to be performed. 
 
The exterior mirrors have high quality; advanced innovative technologies, integration 
of advanced lighting systems, weight reduced design and cost effective design. The 
mirrors have features such as heating systems, antiglare tilt, electro chromic glass, 
memory glass actuators, electric fold, telescoping function, environmental lights, 
painted in body colour, full plastic mirror, vibration stability, and standardised design 
elements. 
 

                                   
Figure 9. Rear vision mirrors manufactured by SVSA (http://www.schefenacker.com).                 

4.1.2 Door handles 
The door handle is a new product for Schefenacker Vision Systems and started to be 
produced in September 2005. Exterior door handles are manufactured. The door 
handles are today produced on request from the customer in different colours and 
shape, but still they are ordinary door handles without any special features. These run 
through in principle with the same usage and environmental tests as the mirrors 
(Schefenacker Homepage) (Bond 2006). 

http://www.schefenacker.com
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4.2 Product flow 
Most products perform their tests following the sequence given in the Test Method.  
There are different Test Methods for every product, so the flow is not the same for all 
products. There are also different tests belonging to different Test Methods. The 
similarities for the Test Methods are shown in the product flow chart in figure 10. 
Most of them include initial performance testing, then durability testing in different 
environmental conditions and then a final performance test to see how well they 
manage the durability test. 
 

Evaluating the test Result 

Product flow chart of the laboratory 

Register of incoming 
products 

Performance test 

Durability test 

Performance test

 
Figure 10. Test flow of the products in the laboratory at Schefenacker Vision Systems. 

 
 
The machines and the equipment on Sheriffs Road are not planned for a material 
flow. Shorter test methods, single tests or parts from test methods are performed here, 
so the mixture is big. The laboratory consists of four different rooms and in different 
levels. The products are moving in all kinds of directions and are transported back and 
forth several times between tables and test equipment.  
 
The Test Method for product family P356 consists of performance and durability 
testing. The durability tests go through 28 cycles in different conditions and 
temperatures. Therefore it takes a long time through the laboratory and almost all of 
the steps within these test methods are performed on Aldershot Road. The area on 
Aldershot Road is well planned for the material flow of these mirrors. These products 
can be seen as a product family though the Test Methods are almost the same for all 
the different P356 mirrors. Three Test Methods are described more in detail in 
appendix 4. 
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The laboratory is located in two separate facilities which means that all products 
tested on Aldershot Road have to go back and forth from Sheriffs Road to perform the 
sound test, that is located there. There is also some performance test equipment 
located on Aldershot Road that needs to be used for products that do all the other 
testing operations on Sheriffs Road. Figure 11 shows how the products need to go 
from Sheriffs Road to Aldershot Road and back again.  
 

 
Start/ Finish Sheriffs Road 

Aldershot 
Road 

 
Figure 11. Material flow between the two different buildings in Lonsdale. 

 
 

4.2.1 Tests 
In the laboratory at Schefenacker Vision Systems today, usage and environmental 
tests are performed on the mirrors and door handles manufactured by the company. A 
customer test request normally includes a Test Method comparable to normal usage of 
the product over ten years. This Test Method includes performance testing of the 
product, to see if the product functions to specification. The Test Methods also test the 
different environmental situations that the product can be exposed to in real life and 
include durability of performance testing in different conditions. It is also common 
that the customer just wants to test one function or wear problem on the mirror, called 
single test, which is common in the laboratory. The customer decides what tests and 
in what sequence they want the test to be performed.  
 
Depending on the function of the product, different tests are done. Chambers are used 
for testing resistance for humidity, hot temperature, cold temperature, salt spray, 
water and dust. Vibration machines are used to reproduce a bumpy road. For all 
mirrors there are specific performance tests that test the folding, the telescoping and 
other movements that the mirror can perform. These tests can be done for long 
periods in the chambers to see how the function manages the different situations set in 
the chambers. Some tests on the material and the glass are also made.  
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4.2.2 Test equipment  
The tests in the laboratory on Sheriffs Road today vary a lot and this requires many 
different types of test equipment. For a detailed list of test equipment see appendix 5. 
Some of the test equipment is also not in use for the every day test process. Salt Spray 
3 is out of order and Adjust durability 1 and Adjust Durability 2 have not been used 
for many years. The Adjust Durability 3, Telescopic Durability 1, Manual Durability, 
Glass Pull 1 and Breakaway 3 are rarely in use. The Dust Chambers on Sheriffs Road 
are old and in bad condition according to the work environment. The reference 
number of the test equipment has nothing to do with the actual amount available in 
the laboratory. 
 

4.3 Layout 
The three laboratories that are about to merge are today located in three separate 
buildings. The test laboratory at SVSA is separated from the rest of the production. 
One laboratory is located in the main building on Sheriffs road and the new test 
facility, where the P356 products are tested, is located in the off site laboratory on 
Aldershot road, approximately 500m away. The test facility for SLSA is located on 
the east coast of Australia and next to the factory there.  

4.3.1 Sheriff Road 
The size of the test laboratory on Sheriffs road is 440 m2. This is one part of the 
factory and located in one corner of the building. The location consists of four 
separated rooms, one where the test engineers have their desks and the other three in 
use for the laboratory work. Figure 12 shows a drawing of the laboratory and the 
layout of the machines and test equipment. 
 

 

Vibration 
Machines
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Office Area 

Salt 
Spray 

Dust 
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Figure 12. The laboratory on Sheriffs Road, where parts of the laboratory are located today. 
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The area that is allotted for testing process is approximately 380 m2, included are also 
a few square meters used for metrology tests. From the first room, when entering from 
the plant, there is a staircase that leads down to the other rooms. The machines in the 
laboratory area are placed next to the walls. One sound room insulated from sounds 
outside of the room, is located in the laboratory. It consists of a wall that is about 500 
mm thick and the room is entered through two doors with a threshold. A separated 
area of two rooms, one with two salt spray chambers and one with two dust chambers, 
is located at the end of the laboratory to minimize the risk of getting salt spray or dust 
over the whole laboratory. 
 

4.3.2 Aldershot Road  
The size of the off site building is 1620 m2; the allotted area for the new laboratory 
amalgamation is 1006 m2. One part of the allotted area is already planned and in use 
for the laboratory business. This area is for testing the product family P356, and is 
organised to fit the different Test Methods for this product. The test equipment for the 
durability tests of P356 are situated in the part of the building that is a warehouse.  
 
The performance tests are performed in the temperature controlled area next to the 
durability machines. A door separates these areas, which makes it difficult for the 
labourers to see what is happening in the other room. The products are transported 
between the machines on trolleys. 
 
A special room for the two vibration machines is located within the durability area to 
keep noise and vibration insulated from the other working areas and machinery. The 
performance tests are performed in the temperature controlled office area at 22oC. 
This is where the usage or performance tests are performed. The sizes of these rooms 
are altogether 125 m2, marked with blue in figure 13. This area also includes a lunch 
room and three offices for the team leader and the engineers. 

Vibration room 

 
Figure 13. The location on Aldershot Road where the whole laboratory is about to move. The 
blue square shows the temperature controlled office and performance area today, the red square 
shows the already planned area in the warehouse. And the green square shows the extra area 
that will be used for the amalgamation.  
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4.3.3 Photometric laboratory 
The laboratories located in the Taree, on the east coast of Australia, are approximately 
189 m2. The size and form of the photometric part is 16 200 mm long and 2 900 mm 
wide, with an area of approximately 48 m2, see figure 14. In this laboratory are lights, 
blinkers and car lamps tested. This laboratory has special test equipment for these 
tests and the tests must be performed in a dark room. The walls in this room have to 
be painted black. 
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Figure 14. Drawing of the photometric laboratory at Schefenacker Lighting Systems in Taree. 

 
 

4.4 Organisation 
Schefenacker Vision System in Lonsdale has a Production system called 
Schefenacker Production System or SPS, which refers a lot to Lean theories and 
Toyota Business Systems. This is shown in the laboratory through a planning board 
and work with instruction papers. In the laboratory works engineers, technicians and 
the assistants that run the tests. 
 

4.4.1 Schefenacker Production System  
Lean Manufacturing and these principles have been implemented throughout the 
whole business at Schefenacker in Lonsdale. The company has an on-going drive to 
eliminate wastes. Figure 15 shows the SPS-house that is a good description of the 
Schefenacker Production System.  
 
This tool kit is a good instrument for Schefenacker to reach their goals to be a leading 
automotive company in the world. The fundament of the house consists of different 
stabilising work tools that will help to stabilise the company and is of importance for 
a Lean company. The four columns in this house are about how to Optimize the 
company with Customer Tact Time, Pull System, One Piece Flow principles and 
Zero-Defect production (Schefenacker Vision Systems, SPS Power Point 
2006)(Schefenacker Homepage). 
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Figure 15. The Schefenacker Production System House (Schefenacker, SPS Power Point 2006). 

 
The laboratory at SVSA does not use all the SPS-tools and these are not as well 
implemented here as they are in the manufacturing departments at SVSA. SPS has 
almost become a culture within the manufacturing department at SVSA. All 
departments at SVSA work with 5C. 5C refers to the 5S in Lean Production, 
described in chapter 3.3.4. For 5C checklist used in audits at Schefenacker, see 
appendix 6. Before the beginning 2007 all departments were audited for an updated 
5C award. The laboratory received a 3C rating, meaning that storage, shelving and 
racking areas are clean and tidy. The labelling is also clear.  
 

4.4.2 Organisation Chart 
The test laboratory department has one validation manager in charge of one team 
leader, three test engineers, one test scheduler, one laboratory technician and eight lab 
assistants, see figure 16. The test engineers register all incoming requests into the 
laboratory system and analyse the results. The test engineers get the requests from the 
engineering department and also from purchasing and quality control. The lab 
assistants carry out the product testing. 
 
 
On Sheriffs Road the assistants work one shift each day, between 6am till 2pm. If this 
laboratory needs a labour force in the afternoon they can be sent from Aldershot 
Road. The work on Aldershot Road is divided into three shifts, shift one from 6am to 
2pm, shift two from 2pm to 10pm and shift three from 10pm to 6am. The laboratory 
sometimes needs to be run on the weekends using assistants that volunteer to work.  
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Test Scheduler 
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Test Engineers 
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Lab Assistants 
2 persons 

 
Figure 16. Organisation Chart of the laboratory at Schefenacker Vision Systems in Lonsdale, 
October 2006. 
 
 

4.4.3 Information flow within the laboratory  
The test engineers have contact with the costumer and take information about test 
requests from costumers within Schefenacker and from other companies. These 
requests are then formulated in a Job Instruction Paper or JIP. The paper is placed in a 
folder and given to the test assistant. This JIP follows the products throughout the test 
process. This JIP is organised with boxes that are ticked after each step in the test 
process. Problems of any kind during the test are written on the JIP for the test 
engineers to analyse. When the test method is completed this JIP is sent to the test 
engineers to be analysed and evaluated. The results of the test are reported to the 
customer. 
 
Between shifts information on machine status and products is given verbally and on a 
white board. On Aldershot Road the white board is located in the lunch room and on 
Sheriffs Road the white board is in the entrance to the laboratory. Both are places you 
have to pass before entering the laboratories. The tests that have to be performed 
during the shift are printed on the white board. The same information can also be 
found in the computer. 
 
Weekly meetings are held for the engineers, the scheduler, the laboratory technician, 
the team leader and the manager. The agenda for this meeting includes information 
about safety, quality, weekly operations report, maintenance and new projects. All 
these issues are discussed so that everyone understands what is going on in the 
laboratory and what tasks to focus on at the moment.  
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4.5 Work environment 
All tests are today done standing except for one repeatability test and one tensile test. 
The products, fixtures and equipment weighs of up to nine kilograms. The Thermal 
cycle 7 on Aldershot Road contains a fixture of two wheels loaded with 30 samples. 
Loading and unloading products in this chamber requires lifts at a height of 140 cm. A 
small person needs to stand on a stool to manage. 
 
Lifting equipment is not used on Sheriffs Road for any of the mirrors. The transport of 
the mirrors is by carrying them by hand or using trolleys. Most products tested on 
Sheriffs Road are regular sized mirrors. The big P356 mirrors are tested in the sound 
room and the mirrors are carried one at a time into the room.  
 
Products are mainly transported on trolleys in between machines. The trolleys consist 
of two shelves and to reach the lower one, bending down is necessary. In the machine 
Humidity chamber, it is possible to put the whole trolley in. 
 
The laboratory on Sheriffs road is climate controlled at an ambient temperature of 
22oC, since the usability tests are standardized at one temperature.  
 
The products performance is tested on Aldershot Road in the temperature controlled 
area. The machines used for durability testing are run in the big non-climate 
controlled area. The temperature in the laboratory varied from 14oC to 37oC during 
the first six months of 2006, as shown in figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Chart of the temperature measured on Aldershot Road January to July 2006 (Ellis, 
Validation Manager). 

 
The average sound level in the test laboratory on Sheriffs road during an eight hour 
working day is below the noise level of 85 dB (A). For details of sound measured in 
the laboratory see appendix 7. When performing a snap back test on Sheriffs Road on 
the door handles at room ambient temperature they are put inside an environmental 
chamber, since the sound level is high.  
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4.5.1 Safety 
All employees at Schefenacker Vision Systems are informed about the safety and 
work environment regulations on their first day. Papers have to be signed before they 
start working about understanding the safety regulations. Every employee receives an 
information folder, called the Employee Handbook, containing all information 
concerning their employment. 
 
When working within the laboratory it is a requirement to use protective glasses, and 
shoes that cover the whole foot. 
 
When handling a mirror from the product family P356 in and out of the dust chambers 
it is recommended by the safety and health department at Schefenacker to use a step 
to reduce the uncomfortably high heavy lifts. Some laboratory assistants have had 
problems with this motion because it involves a heavy lift and a rotation movement. 
When handling the products for the dust and salt spray test an aid is used to lift the 
products and fixtures to the dust/vapour extracting spray booth. 
 
The Avery and Tensile tests have limited safety guards and when using them 
sometimes parts from the test products are dislodged from them. 
 
High electrical power is used for some durability equipment in the test laboratory.  
 
No safety notice boards can be found within the two laboratories of Schefenacker 
Vision system. On these notice boards would be listed emergency procedures and 
highlight any particular hazards. Also no fire emergency plan can be found. 
 
The work surface heights are occasionally the wrong height for the employees in the 
laboratory. 
 
There are evacuation plans for Sheriffs Road, there are also safety showers and first 
aid kits located in the area, but on Aldershot Road no evacuation plan has been set 
and no first aid kit is located in the testing area. The first aid kit on Aldershot Road is 
located under the sink in the lunch room. 
 
Working with the dust chambers requires the use of a face mask for the mouth and 
nose. On Sheriffs Road is it also required that the dust chambers have to rest for two 
hours after a test so all the dust has settled before the chambers are opened. These 
chambers are older and don’t have extractors in the chambers.  
 
Dust exposure test 
Dust is a health problem in the laboratory. The Health Safety Environment Australia 
(SHE Australia) requested Schefenacker Vision Systems to collect personal and 
positional respirable and inhalable dust samples during the testing of mirrors using 
Arizona Road Dust. Arizona Road Dust contains quartz, which is a hazardous 
substance.  
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The scope of the work carried out was to collect personal and positional respirable 
and inhalable dust samples to assess the exposure of employees to dust and quartz and 
determine the level of risk to their health from this exposure. A personal respirable 
dust monitor was carried by Mr Jimmy Yeow, Laboratory Assistant, in the 
Schefenacker Aldershot Road Laboratory, during unloading of Dust Chambers 4 and 
Dust Chamber 5. The mirrors were then mounted on the two vibration machines and 
vibrated. The set of tests in the vibration room was not common and considered to be 
a worst case exposure scenario.  
 
The measured respirable and inhalable dust concentrations were all below the relevant 
Exposure Standards and below the action level of 50% of the Exposure Standard. It 
appears that the risk to the health of employees from exposure to respirable quartz is 
low and adequately controlled by the use of dust respirators. It is recommended from 
HSE Australia that dust respirators should be continued to be worn during clean up of 
the dust chambers. Since the dust chambers on Sheriffs Road are older and have no 
ventilation, these require special ventilation and to be insulated (Dr Michael Tkaczuk, 
Principal Consulting of HSE Australia, 2006). 
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5 Description of the future situation 
In this chapter Schefenacker Vision Systems future plans for the laboratory, products 
and tests up till 2008 are described. 
 

5.1 Test laboratory 
The amalgamation of the laboratory will lead to a more effective use of the labour 
force and machinery. Within a few years time the testing of the products in the Taree 
laboratory will gradually be moved to Aldershot Road (Ellis, Validation Manager). 
 
Schefenacker Vision Systems (SVSA) will most likely start a commercial business for 
general testing. There is no other business similar to this in the whole of Australia, so 
the market for such a business will almost certainly be profitable (Bond, Marketing 
Director). 
 

5.2 Products 
In the next few years the big focus still lies on the exterior mirrors and door handles. 
 

5.2.1 Mirrors 
One new mirror, called E240 is under development and has a launch plan within 
SVSA. On the 11th of October 2006, 30 mirrors were produced and tested through a 
whole test method. In May 2007 the production volumes of the mirror will be higher 
and tests on these will be performed. The mirror Ford E240 will start its production to 
the customer in March 2008. The P356 will in the near future be tested less 
frequently, and most likely the E240 mirrors will start to be tested using the existing 
test equipment on Aldershot Road where the product family P356 has been tested 
since May 2006. The P356 mirrors will stop being tested in a high volume during the 
next two years if no changes to the mirrors are required from the customer. The 
customer may want to change the material in some parts of the mirror, which would 
lead to more testing for a longer time than currently expected (Schefenacker database 
2006) (Bond, Marketing Director). 
 

5.2.2 Door handles 
There are three on-going projects of producing door handles at a high volume and no 
new projects are planned in the near future for Schefenacker Vision Systems. This 
means that testing of these products will not be a big business in 2007. There are no 
plans to make a commercial business out of door handle testing (Bond, Marketing 
Director). 
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5.3 Layout 
The new layout will be planned to fit the laboratory business and the commercial use 
of the laboratory. This means that the layout will be flexible for changes of laboratory 
facilities in use and also flexible for possible expansions. The building on Aldershot 
Road that will be the location for the merged laboratory is a warehouse and only half 
of the warehouse will be planned at this stage. But if future expansion is required, it 
may be possible to use the other part of the warehouse that is currently used for 
storage. 
 

5.4 Tests and test equipment 
No new tests other than those performed in the photometric laboratory are planned to 
be implemented on Aldershot Road. The existing tests will still be useful in the future; 
even if the products may change in form and function. 
 
No new investment in test equipment is planned within the next few years. The old 
salt spray chamber will be taken into consideration or disposed of. At the moment the 
salt spray chambers have enough capacity and there is no need for investment in new 
ones (Ellis, Validation Manager). 
 

5.5 Organisation 
Parts of Schefenacker Production System include an on-going process of making 
improvements, Kaizen, so changes will always be made in trying to become more 
Lean, standardised and better organised to achieve a better result for the customer.  
 
ISO/IEC 17025 is a standard for testing and calibrations for laboratories. This 
standard is used in the Taree laboratory and since the photometric laboratory will be 
integrated into the new laboratory in SVSA, it may cause some issues to implement 
this standard in the whole new laboratory (Ellis, Validation Manager). 
 
With the amalgamation, the labour force can potentially be reduced. By the second 
half of 2007 the test laboratory intends to have a staff of nine people, but until then 
the number is 11 (Ellis, Validation Manager). 
 

5.6 Work environment 
The new layout will be designed to minimize the risks of work related injuries. Some 
problems exist with heavy lifting while working with the P356 product and some of 
the lifting is quite high even when you are working with small mirrors or door 
handles. Safety problems with the Avery and the dust chambers are also issues that 
have to be attended to in the new layout.  
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6  Analysis of current and future situation 
The current and future situation is being analysed in this chapter in regards of the products flow 
through the laboratory, tests, equipment, organisation and work environment. The analysis refers to 
the situation of the laboratory in October 2006. 

6.1 Products 
The products have to change and develop to reach new customer demands of high 
quality, advanced and innovative technologies, integration of advanced lighting 
systems, weight reduced design and cost effective design. Improvements and changes 
to the products need to be tested in a laboratory. 
 

6.2 Layout 
The amalgamation itself will improve the closeness of the equipment, the products 
flow through the laboratory and the organisation, since everything is getting located 
into one building on Aldershot Road. 
 

6.2.1 Sheriff Road 
The laboratory on Sheriffs Road today has four different rooms. The set of steps 
between two of the rooms limits the transport with trolleys and the products need to 
be carried by hand. A lot of tests are performed at a big workbench in the middle of 
one room. Most of the tests start from this table and need to be carried to the other 
rooms, which creates a lot of running up and down the stairs during testing. 
 
The equipment in the laboratory on Sheriffs Road has been placed wherever there was 
room at the time the machine or piece of equipment was bought. There is no actual 
planning behind the placement of the equipment. The door handles have no certain 
area within the laboratory today and is placed wherever there is enough room at the 
moment. This means that both handles and fixtures are placed in areas planned for the 
mirrors. 
 

6.2.2 Aldershot Road 
The performance of the products is tested in the temperature controlled area outside 
the warehouse area with the durability machines. A door separates these areas, which 
makes it difficult for the assistants to overview all equipment at once. The products 
are transported between the machines on trolleys. 
 
The size of the lunch room and rest rooms existing today will be too small for 15 
persons working there at once. The offices, today located next to the lunch room and 
performance test area are going to be too small for both reception and four new 
offices for the test engineers. Since the laboratory assistants work two per shift, this 
means only 11 persons will be working in this part of the building at the same time. 
 

6.2.3 The Photometric Laboratory 
No further analysis of the Photometric Laboratory has been made. 
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6.3 Organisation 
Schefenacker Production System is based on Lean production and so is the laboratory. 
The laboratory on Sheriffs Road has reached the level of 3C in the Housekeeping 
Award, 5C, but there are many unnecessary things that take up space, especially in the 
sliding storage, which should be eliminated in the first step. All equipment does not 
have a specific place according to the 5S in Lean Production.  
 
The planning boards on Sheriffs Road and on Aldershot Road are one part of the 
Schefenacker Production System (SPS) and Visual Management according to Lean 
Production, but the information on them is not the most appropriate for the laboratory 
see figure 18a. A planning board can give more detailed information about the 
machines in process and the future work.  
 

             
Figure 18A. Planning board on Sheriffs Rd.                       Figure 18B. Visual sign/alarm at SVSA. 

 
Some of the test equipment gives an alarm when ready, shown in figure 18b, but there 
are not many other visual signs in the laboratory. 
 
The overview of the equipment in the laboratory on Aldershot Road is not very good 
since the test equipment is placed in two rooms. Over viewing the equipment on 
Sheriffs Road is also bad, because of the placement in three separate rooms. 
 
The bench for job instruction papers, JIPs shall only be used for these papers, but it 
happens that other things are placed on this bench. This leads to that important 
information can easily be lost. 
 
The work instruction includes a lot of information. One instruction can consist of 15 
pages in small typing, with all information about set up and how to perform the test. 
There is too much and the wrong type of information on the Job Instruction Paper for 
a new person to be able to perform the test. Sometimes a test can not be completed 
and if other problems occur, this is printed onto the paper. 
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There are many types of registered tests, since every test engineer is able to write in 
their way. This means that the same test method and test sequence can be registered in 
more than one way.  
 
There are many tests performed in the laboratory and since the customers are able to 
request a new type of test, including new test methods everytime one is registered this 
makes it very difficult for the assistants to learn about the different tests. 
 
No problems with overproduction or inappropriate processing can be found in the 
laboratory. But there are some problems with the other five of the seven wastes 
according to Schefenacker Production System (and Lean Production). A lot of time is 
spent on waiting for the durability test to finish on Aldershot Road and during this 
time the laboratory assistants do not have anything else to do. Much time is spent on 
transport between the sites and a lot of it is unnecessary. Unnecessary inventory is a 
problem due to all the machines and equipment just standing in the laboratory and 
also the storage is full of things that are not used. The test equipment is underutilized 
since there are not enough test requests to keep the laboratory busy. Excessive 
motions are done on Sheriffs Road as the assistants have to run up and down the stairs 
during tests and when bending down to take something out of the cupboards. Incorrect 
tests have been performed on products when the laboratory engineers have printed the 
wrong test method on a test instruction sheet. 
 
The advantage with having the laboratory next to the plant and the workshop, as 
today, is the closeness for the engineers to their tests. 
 
Most of the information flow is spread verbally and since the labour force in the 
laboratory is small this works well. However there are some complaints about not 
receiving emails. This is a communication break-down and can cause issues. 
 

6.4 Tests and test equipment 
Tests are performed in both laboratories and the test equipment is not placed in order, 
since parts of the equipment where moved from Sheriffs Road to Aldershot Road.  
 

6.4.1 Tests 
Today the costumer decides what kind of usage tests they want done on the product. 
This leads to many different test methods in the laboratory. Sometimes it can be 
confusing for the laboratory labour when tests are done in many different ways.  
 
The durability tests can be left unattended, but the performance tests require an 
assistant to work at the equipment. The time for the operations of the durability tests 
varies from two hours up to three days.  
 
The change to a commercial laboratory does not have to affect the tests and test 
methods if only the number of customers increase. But if every customer has a special 
request, this leads to a huge number of test methods. 
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6.4.2 Test equipment 
More space for material and products to equipment are requested from the labour on 
Sheriffs Road; both workplace areas when working on products and places for 
materials and room for fixtures not in process. The fixtures have no actual place when 
not in use in machines and are put where there is a free area at the moment.  
 
The two old dust chambers on Sheriffs road are now placed in a separate room to 
prevent dust from travelling into the rest of the building and damaging the machines.  
 
Salt Spray 2 and Salt Spray 3 are old and Salt spray 3 is out of order. One of these 
machines together with the eight salt spray chambers already in use on Aldershot 
Road today, have enough capacity for the near future. 
 
The equipment; Adjust Durability 1, Adjust Durability 2, Adjust Durability 3, 
Telescopic Durability 1, Manual Durability, Glass Pull 1 and Breakaway 3 on 
Sheriffs Road are old and have not been used in a long time. Therefore these can be 
placed together in a separate area. The old machines utilise space in the layout that 
can be used for other things. Mounting plates and tools for old products are hard to 
find. 
 

6.5 Product flow 
The products have to be sent back and forth between the sites, since the sound test has 
to be performed on Sheriffs Road both before and after the durability tests. The flow 
of the tested products is therefore not convenient at the moment. 
 
The durability test equipments on Aldershot Road have a placement that suits the 
large product family P356 well. The machines are placed for this one continuous flow 
according to Lean Production. The planned layout makes it easy to overview the 
equipment and the process easy to follow.  
 
On Sheriffs Road there is a large amount of various test methods and tests performed.  
Placing the equipment in one continuous flow was not considered. The products 
through the laboratory on Sheriffs Road do not follow any process or test sequence at 
all and since the analysis did not show any other product families than the P356 the 
laboratory on Sheriffs Road can not be planned in a flow it has a non-flow process 
(Philips 1997). For analysis results of the test methods performed in the laboratory see 
appendix 8. 
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6.6 Work environment 

6.6.1 Ergonomics 
The work on Sheriffs road includes a lot of running up and down the stairs in between 
the rooms. One person has already had an accident on the stairs, which resulted in a 
few broken ribs. 
 
The benches are not suitable for all the workers as they have a fixed height. Reaching 
the fixtures placed in the cupboards requires bending down, which is not 
recommended if it happens frequently  
 
A few fixtures are so heavy that some assistants are not able to lift them by 
themselves. Lifting the P356 mirrors out of the thermal chambers on Aldershot Road 
is performed above chest level and requires bending and turning of the back. This is 
no good working posture. The RULA-analysis shows that further investigation and 
changes should be made immediately. 
 
The equipment in the performance area on Aldershot Road is placed on cupboards, 
which means standing in front of them to work. This is not a recommended work 
position, since standing work requires more space for the legs (Chengalur 2004). 
 
There are two performance tests that require seated work; Tensile test and 
Repeatability test. The repeatability test has to be performed seated alongside of the 
cupboard, with no space for the legs. 
 
Trolleys are used on Aldershot Road to transport products between the chambers, the 
vibration room, and also into the performance rooms next to the warehouse. The door 
into the performance area and the one into the vibration room are standard double 
doors. The assistants must open the door manually and push the trolley at the same 
time. The trolleys can be big and inconvenient for a small person to handle. The doors 
into the vibration room and into the performance area open only one way and the 
handling of the products is therefore not practical. 
 
The products tested in the sound room have to be carried one at a time into the room, 
since the sound room contains thresholds and two doors with a small space in 
between. This makes the test take longer than if all products could be placed in the 
room at once. 
 

6.6.2 Temperature 
The laboratory on Aldershot Road today has no heating or cooling system, which 
means that the assistants have to walk in and out of these two parts of the laboratory. 
 
The measured temperatures in the warehouse on Aldershot Road were 14oC to 37oC, 
see chapter 4.5. This range has to change, since the recommended temperature in the 
thermal comfort zone is between 20oC and 27oC. 
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6.6.3 Sound 
The insulated room for the vibration machines on Aldershot Road keeps the 
dangerous sounds away from the rest of the laboratory. It would not be recommended 
to work outside of the room with tasks that requires a high focus, since the measured 
sound levels reach 80 dB(A) (Chengalur 2004). 
 
On Sheriffs road the noise level is within the recommended values for laboratories 
that require work with concentration (Chengalur 2004). When one or both vibration 
machines are running, the noise gets too high for performing work that requires high 
concentration right next to these machines. 
 
The equipment signals through sound and light to make the operator aware of the test 
completion. Normally the operator can be prepared and turn the signal off just as it 
starts, since they know when the equipment is supposed to be ready. The noise signal 
can make the operators feel stressed (Chengalur 2004). The noise level from the 
machine signal is loud throughout the whole building, but for quick service this is 
required. 
 

6.6.4 Safety 
The dust chambers on Sheriffs Road are old with no ventilation and require insulation 
and special ventilation to prevent dust from spreading and affecting the equipment 
and assistants in the laboratory. It is recommended that dust respirators should be 
continued to be worn during clean up of the dust chambers. 
 
Schefenacker Vision System has no evacuation plan for Aldershot Road in case of 
emergency. 
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7 Specification of requirements 

In this chapter the requirements are specified and divided into groups. 

7.1 Layout/Area 
The amalgamated layout on Aldershot Road includes the test equipment located at 
Sheriffs Road and at Aldershot Road as well as the Photometric Laboratory from 
Schefenacker Lighting Systems in Taree, New South Wales. 
 
The amalgamated test laboratory has to fit in the given area of 1006 m2 on Aldershot 
Road. The layout is not planned for any significant changes to the existing building, 
since Schefenacker Vision Systems hires the building. 
 
The shape of the photometric laboratory is rectangular, 16 x 3 m2. Because of the 
equipment inside it has to stay this way. This has to be insulated from other areas and 
temperature controlled. 
 
The layout shall be easy to overview and understand. It should be trouble-free to 
overview what machines that are in process or if a problem occurs. 
 
The layout is planned with Lean Production thinking and theories will be considered 
and integrated in the layout. 
 
The layout is planned to fit the product flow in the laboratory. 
 
The sound test has to be performed in a sound proof room, which must be totally 
insulated from noises and temperature controlled at 22oC ± 2oC. 
 
The vibration machines need to be placed so no disturbance to other areas will be a 
work environment problem.  This area must be temperature controlled at 22oC ± 2oC. 
 
Equipment not frequently6 used is placed together in a specific storage area when not 
in use.  
 
All equipment in the laboratory should have a specific position and are marked with a 
clear sign, so all labour knows where to find the equipment.  
 
The layout includes a separate area for the labour when not working including lunch 
room and toilets. 
 
There must be a room for incoming and outgoing goods in the layout. 

 
6 Frequently used tests are performed at least twice during a one month period. 
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7.2 Technical requirements 
More detailed information about the requirements for the equipment is shown in 
appendix 9. 
 
Electrical capacity up to 20A / 415V is needed for some of the laboratory equipment. 
Compressed air is needed for some laboratory equipment. 
 
IT network is needed for almost all the tests. 
 
Water and drains are required for some equipment. 
 
The floor in the building must have foundations for some of the laboratory equipment. 
 
Some chambers needs special ventilation, to prevent dust and salt spray to spread in 
the building. 
 
The minimum ceiling height for equipment that is going to be moved is 3 metres.  
 
 

7.3 Flexibility 

Flexibility ought to be integrated in the layout design, if increased flexibility can be 
attained without sacrificing production efficiency. 

The laboratory must be flexible to allow changes within the flow and machines in use. 
The time a product is being frequently tested in the laboratory is around two year’s 
time, this time includes the development of the product and the first year of delivery 
to the customer. 

Expansion must be possible for the laboratory. 
 
 

7.4 Safety and work environment 
 
The design of the laboratory layout follows the Australian/New Zealand Standard for 
Laboratory design and construction, AS/NZS. 
 
The work environment is planned in terms of the recommendation in the Occupational 
Health, Safety & Welfare regulations, OHS&W. 
 
The layout includes enough space around workplaces to minimize damage caused by 
tripping over equipment, overreaching, and enough space for legs under benches and 
work tables (AS/NZS 1997). 
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The layout includes enough space and clean aisles between the work station for 
forklifts and other material handling equipment.  
 
The recommended work heights for different types of work must be suggested while 
planning the layout (OHS&W 1995): 
 

• 50-100mm above elbow level for delicate or precise work 
• 50-100mm below elbow level for general light manipulative tasks 
• 150-400mm below elbow level for heavy work, particularly involving 

downwards forces. 
 
As a general rule, noise should be kept below 50 dB (A), or 40 dB (A) for high-
concentration tasks (Chengalur 2004). 
 
The sound level in the laboratory should not exceed an equivalent sound level of 85 
dB (A) during an eight-hour working day (OHS&W 1995). 
 
The area for testing dust and saltwater must not affect surrounding areas. 
Floors, walls, ceiling and benches in the laboratory shall be finished with materials 
which are smooth, impervious, resistant to chemicals used in the laboratory, of 
adequate mechanical and structural strength, compatible with the nature of laboratory 
operation and operator comfort, slip resistant and easy to clean (AS/NZS 1997). 
 
The walls shall be smooth, impervious, resistant to chemicals used in the laboratory 
and easy to clean (AS/NZS 1997). 
 
The ceiling must be rigid, smooth faced, non-absorbent material that are resistance to 
the chemicals that are used in the laboratory (AS/NZS 1997). 
 
Benches in the laboratory need to be smooth, impervious, resistant to chemicals used 
in the laboratory, scratch resistant, easy to clean, and anti static if appropriate (AS/NZS 
1997). 
 
The performance must be tested in a temperature controlled area at ambient 
temperature, which in this case is 22oC ± 2oC. 
 
The layout will not affect the environment outside the factory. 
 
The minimum width of working spaces between benches or floor-positioned 
equipment shall be as follows (AS/NZS 1997): 

• Workers on one side of aisle, no through traffic…1000 mm 
• Workers on one side of aisle, plus through traffic…1200 mm 
• Workers on both sides of aisle, no through traffic…1350 mm 
• Workers on both sides of aisle, plus through traffic…1800 mm 
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Fixture, fittings and equipment including under-bench cupboards shall be supported in 
such a manner as to facilitate cleaning of the floor surface beneath them (AS/NZS 
1997). 
 
There must be a place for a fire evacuate plan in the laboratory, e.g. fire extinguishers, 
fire blankets, inert absorption material, first aid cabinets, personal protective 
equipment, as may be required by regulatory (Australian /New Zealand Standard,  
Laboratory design and construction, Part 1 General requirements, A/NZS 
2982.1:1997). 
 
Safety showers and eyewash stations are needed to be installed in each laboratory 
where hazardous substances are used. Hand washing facilities may also be possible 
within the laboratory, and hand basins shall be located near the main exit from the 
laboratory.  
 
Safety signs have to follow Australian standards for the occupational environment and 
need to be clear and easy to identify (Australian Standard 2006). 
 
Each reticulated system within a laboratory shall be fitted with at least one isolating 
device. Each isolating device shall be clearly identified and be located remote from 
outlets in a readily accessible position. 
 
Pipes conveying gas shall be easily accessible, but protected from physical damage. 
Also the high voltage areas need to be visible.  
 
 

7.5 Organisation 
 
The organisation will be planned using Lean Production. Lean Production will be 
integrated into the organisation and will accommodate the Schefenacker Production 
System. 
 
The layout should make it easier to use the same labour force for different work and 
therefore reduce the labour by 2-3 persons. 
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8 Development of the amalgamation layout   

This chapter explains the work and result of the layout planning, using the steps in the 
Simplified Systematic Layout Planning. 
 

8.1 Chart the relationships 
The activities or functions that should be included in the layout are defined in this first 
step. The following ten functions were listed; Reception/Order, Offices, Labourer 
rooms, Goods reception, Goods delivery, Performance tests, Durability tests, Storage 
of material, Storage of equipment not in use, and Photometric laboratory. The first 
three steps of the Simplified Systematic Layout Planning are also shown in appendix 
1-3. Every one of these functions is compared with every other function. The need for 
closeness of the two functions compared is rated and defined from the list below.  
 
A – Absolute necessary 
E – Especially important 
I – Important 
O – Ordinary closeness 
N – Unimportant 
X – Not desirable 
 
The reason for the closeness or distance is explained. The causes for the closeness 
found in the laboratory marked with numbers 1 to 5 under the letters in figure 19 are 
information flow (1), noise (2), building similarities (3), labour traffic (4) and material 
flow (5). 
 

Figure 19. The relationship chart with the listed functions in the second column and the 
relationship, with value and cause of closeness for every decision. 
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8.2 Establish space requirements 
For every function the necessary area and other physical features that may be required 
are established. The special physical features for the laboratory was overhead 
clearance, maximum floor loading, water and drains, compressed air, foundations or 
pits, risk of fire or explosion, special ventilation, temperature control, special 
electricity supply and IT network. 
 
The different areas required for each function is either measured in the existing 
laboratory or taken from guidance given in Industriell anläggningsteknik (Bergenståhl 
& Perborg 1995). 
 
Overhead clearance and maximum floor loading are also taken from Industriell 
anläggningsteknik Industriell anläggningsteknik (Bergenståhl & Perborg 1995). 
The other requirements for each function have been investigated on the existing 
machines and functions and are shown in table 3. 
 
The importance of the requirements is marked with a letter, the same that was used in 
the first step, the relationship chart, see figure 19. For more specific requirements on 
each machine in the durability and performance department see appendix 9. 
 
Table 3. Table of requirements for each function.  
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Nr Function m2 m tonne          
1 Reception 36 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N N N A N A 
2 Offices 72 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 A N N N N A N A 

3 Labour rooms incl. 
toilets 40 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 A N N N N A N N 

4 Goods reception 34 3 - 
4.5 

0.6-
0.9 N N N N N N N A 

5 Goods delivery 34 3 - 
4.5 

0.6-
0.9 N N N N N N N A 

6 Performance tests 77 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N O N A N A 

7 Durability tests 206 3 - 
4.5 

0.6-
0.9 A A A I A A A A 

8 Storage of equipment, 
material 11 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N N N N N N 

9 Storage of equipment 
not in use 6 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N N N N N N 

10 Photometric laboratory 48 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N O N A N A 

11 Aisles 141 3 - 
4.5 

0.6-
0.9 N N N N N N N N 
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8.3 Diagram of activity relationships 
A node diagram was created to find suitable positions of the functions that should be 
located close to each other. The functions rated with highest importance of closeness 
were placed first in the diagram. In this diagram the function for performance tests 
needs to be closest to the goods reception, goods delivery and durability tests, shown 
with a red line in figure 20. After this, the functions defined by special importance of 
closeness are positioned in the diagram, marked with blue lines in figure 20. All 
functions are repositioned to achieve the best arrangement, remembering to keep the 
A-listed functions closest to each other. This proceeds for every step of closeness 
defined. Areas with non-desirable closeness are also taken into consideration, but do 
not show in figure 20. 
 

 
Figure 20. This node diagram shows the functions and their connection to other functions. The 
different colours of the lines mean different relationship between the functions.  

 

8.4 Block layouts 
Block layouts from the node diagram were made in this step. The required area for 
each function was drawn as blocks around the functions in the node diagram. These 
scaled blocks were then placed onto the drawing of the warehouse. Five layouts were 
created and three of them with the biggest difference between them are presented in 
the chapter below. 
 
Common to all proposals is the location of the goods reception and goods delivery 
next to each other and next to the only roller door existing in the laboratory area. The 
rooms in the temperature controlled area beside the warehouse, serve the same 
purpose in the new layouts as they do today, used for offices and labour rooms. The 
reception is also placed in these rooms in all layouts. Since more space was needed 
for the offices, more offices were placed next to the laboratory. The location for the 
offices is the same in all layouts; next to the goods reception and goods delivery. This  
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means the existing door, next to the roller door, can be used for labourers and 
customers to enter the laboratory. 
 
The location of the storage of equipment not in use is placed next to the offices by the 
southern wall in all layouts. The layouts were created before a decision was made for 
the storage to become a room or not. 
 

8.4.1 Layout A 
The photometric lab is located by the wall on the western side in the laboratory, 
shown in figure 21. The area for durability testing is located by the wall and next to 
the existing area. The performance area is placed in the middle of the laboratory, next 
to the goods reception and goods delivery.  
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Figure 21. Layout A with the function areas marked on the drawing. 

 

8.4.2 Layout B 
The photometric lab is in this layout, also located on the western side in the 
laboratory, shown in figure 22. The area for performance testing is located between 
the existing durability area and the rest of the durability testing area. A material 
storage is located in the middle of the planned area close to the performance tests, 
durability tests and the photometric laboratory.  
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Figure 22. Layout B with the function areas marked on the drawing. 
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8.4.3 Layout E 
The photometric lab is located by the northern wall, shown in figure 23. The 
performance testing area is located between the existing durability area and the newly 
planned area for durability testing. A material storage is located in the middle of the 
building with close to the durability tests, performance tests and the photometric 
laboratory.  
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Figure 23. Layout E with the function areas marked on the drawing. 

 
 

8.5 Evaluation 
An evaluation chart is used to determine which block layout best suits the laboratory. 
From the requirements listed in the specification, see chapter 7, the most important 
factors were put together and placed on the chart for evaluation. The number of 
factors was limited to ten to make the evaluation easier to work with. Each factor was 
given a weight of importance to the layout, see below. 
 
A = Absolute necessary is given weight 4 
E = Especially important is given weight 3 
I = Important is given weight 2  
O = Ordinary importance is given weight 1 
 
When evaluating the layouts, every factor is examined in every layout and given a 
value, listed in picture Y below, of how well it responds to the requirement. 
 
1 = Poorly  
2 = Acceptable 
3 = Well 
4 = Very well 
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The factors on the evaluation chart in Table 4, as follows: 
 
Product flow – weight 4 
What does the flow of the product in the layout look like? Is the flow clear, short and 
easy?  
The product flow is investigated. The closeness between tests, tools and different 
departments is also considered. When it is important to reduce all wastes on 
transporting products in the laboratory, this is weighted with the highest rank.  
 
Flexibility – weight 4 
Is the layout easy to change if necessary? 
Flexibility is very important, since the products tested have a wide range of variations, 
and the tests change fast. It is important to easily make changes in the laboratory to 
meet the customers’ requests for testing the products. These factors were also given 
the highest rank though the products are always on development and new products 
have to fit in the test area. Also the demands can be higher or lower and it is therefore 
good to be flexible. 
 
Safety – weight 4 
Is evacuation possible in an easy way? Is it safe with consideration taken of fire walls, 
exit doors, electricity and risk of an explosion?  
The layout needs to be safe for the workers in every way. In case of emergency the 
laboratory shall be easy to evacuate. The laboratory follows at least law and safety 
regulations. 
 
Overview – weight 3 
Is it easy to get a quick view over the layout and what is going on in the process? Is it 
easy to understand what processes are running or not, after entering the laboratory? 
It is important to get a good understanding of what is going on in the laboratory. It 
shall be easy to see if anything is wrong in the laboratory or if everything is in order. 
A good overview is ranked high because it will be easy for the operators to work in 
the factory and it will reduce unnecessary motions. 
 
Cost – weight 3 
Will this layout give a low cost? 
The layout must have a low construction cost, since a small budget has been allocated 
to this project. If an expensive change is recommended, this should still be paid back 
within three to five years.  
 
Work environment – weight 3 
Are the environmental conditions good, when it comes to sound, light and 
ergonomics? 
A good work environment has many benefits; it will lead to happier workers with less 
sick days. It is of high weight to have healthy workers for a good quality on the 
product. The cost will rise if the company needs to pay for people who get injured 
during work and it may be difficult to find a replacement for a short term period with 
short notice.  
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Use of existing building – weight 2 
Are the doors, drains, toilets and existing rooms in the building still useful in the new 
layout? 
Using the existing building when possible in the new layout, makes the changes 
smaller and the amalgamation less expensive. The building that will be used is leased, 
therefore any modifications needs to be kept to a minimum.   
 
Organisation – weight 2 
Is the layout good for close relations between employees and departments? Does the 
layout make improvements to the organisation? 
The layout shall be planned to fit the operators and others working in the laboratory. 
The layout shall improve the relationship between different departments and eliminate 
situations with solitary work. 
 
Expansion – weight 2 
Will it be easy to make an expansion of the laboratory if necessary? 
If a future expansion is needed, first the flexibility within the layout will be used, and 
then an expansion will be considered. There is no future expansion planned today and 
therefore is this factor ranked low.  
 
Maintenance – weight 1 
Is there enough space around each facility to make it easy for maintenance and 
cleaning? 
Placement of facilities, machines, equipment and rooms shall increase the ease of 
cleaning and maintenance. This is weighted low, since all the proposals will have 
almost the same possibility for good maintenance and we find this less important. 
 
The four different block layouts were weighted towards the factors to see how well 
the layout corresponded to the factors and were given a value. The value and the 
weight of the factors are multiplied and give a score. Then the total score for every 
factor is added to a total score for each layout, see table 4. 
 
Table 4. Evaluation chart 

Evaluation factor Weight   A   B   C   D   E 
Product flow 4 2 8 3 12 2 8 2 8 3 12 
Flexibility 4 2 8 3 12 1 4 2 8 4 16 
Safety 4 2 8 3 9 3 12 2 8 3 12 
Overview 3 2 6 2 6 2 6 1 3 2 6 
Lowest investment cost 3 3 9 2 6 2 6 3 9 2 6 
Work environment 3 1 3 3 9 3 9 1 3 3 9 
Organisation 2 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 3 6 
Use of existing building 2 2 4 2 4 1 2 2 4 2 4 
Expansion 2 3 6 3 6 1 2 2 4 4 8 
Maintenance 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
 Total: 58   70   55   53   81   
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This table shows that option E is winning. This layout also achieved the highest value 
for the most important factors: material flow, flexibility and safety. Layout E is 
therefore used for the detail planning. 
 
 

8.6 Detail planning of the two final layouts 
The layout E was planned in more detail and developed into two layout alternatives, 
Proposal 1 and Proposal 2. Everyone in the laboratory gave comments on the two 
alternative layouts and after that the two final layouts were developed Layout 1-Room 
and Layout 2-Open.  
 
The following chapters in 8.6 describe these layouts and the organisation of the work 
in the laboratory due to the layout. The ergonomic issues are also presented. These are 
the results of the project. 
 

8.6.1 Layout 
The two layouts, Layout1-room and Layout2-open, which is the result of this project, 
have a lot of similarities. The laboratories consist of one durability area planned after 
a non-flow process; another durability area was planned using the product flow of a 
Test Method. The performance department was planned in the best way to respond to 
the flow that the product has when it travels through the performance tests The area 
for incoming and outgoing goods is located in the middle of the building close to the 
performance department and the office area where all testing starts. The two different 
durability departments are located on each side of the performance department so that 
access to the performance area is easy when using both durability areas. Storage is 
located at different places in the building depending on what the storage is used for. 
 
The product flow in the layout is – first the products get registered in the incoming 
and outgoing goods area and the fixtures are assembled on the products. Then almost 
all mirrors go through the performance test before the durability tests are performed. 
A performance test is also normally done on the product after the durability tests are 
performed. Finally the product goes to the incoming and outgoing goods for 
disassembly of the fixture from the product and packaging to the costumer.  
 
The difference between the two proposals are that Layout1-room has a temperature 
controlled room that will be at 22oC±2 oC whereas in Layout2-open the whole new 
planned area will have a lower ceiling and be at 22oC±2 oC. The area marked with 
green in figure 24 shows the areas in the laboratory that are differently planned. 
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Figure 24. The areas marked with green in the layout shows where the performance and 
durability tests are performed. These areas are planned differently in the two final layouts. 
 
 

8.6.2 Areas that are the same in the two layouts 

Incoming and outgoing goods 
This area is divided into two parts, one for incoming goods and one for delivery, 
shown in figure 25. When the products arrive at the laboratory they will be placed in 
racks, after they have been given a specific lab project number. On the table next to 
these racks, the products are assembled onto plates or fixtures. The unused fixtures 
and plates have a certain place in the shelf along the wall that divides the incoming 
area from the performance area. Another table, placed opposite the assembly table, is 
used to disassemble the plates again, if it hasn’t been done earlier and for packaging 
the products for delivery. There is a place next to theses tables, big enough for one 
trolley. Every trolley existing in the laboratory has a specific place where it shall 
stand when not in use. The trolley equipped with fixtures for door handles has a place 
next to the table since it is needed for changing fixtures for different door handles. 
The different fixtures for door handles also have space in the racks located along the 
wall. Every fixture or plate has its own well marked place. 
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Figure 25. The area for incoming and outgoing goods.  
 

The photometric laboratory 
The photometric laboratory is placed alongside an existing wall in the warehouse. The 
photometric laboratory is a specific building that has to stay in a fixed format. The 
equipment used in the photometric laboratory will move from its location in Taree 
and a new light insulated room will be built.  
 

The vibration room 
To avoid excessively high noise levels for the workers, machines that are loud will be 
placed in a specific room, called the vibration room shown in figure 26.  
Vibration1 and Vibration 4 from Sheriffs Road are placed in this room. The Door 
slam and the Door handle trolley are also placed in this room. There is also a place for 
temporary machines that can be used for other noisy tests. All the machines in this 
room have enough space around them to be able to use a trolley when working with 
the machine.  
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Figure 26. The room with the two vibration machines and a specific place for the door slam and 
space for the door handle trolley. 
 
 

The dust room 
The two dust chambers moved from Sheriffs Road are placed in one separate room, 
called the dust room, shown in figure 27, with special ventilation that handles the 
dust. The safety cabinet is also placed here, containing flammable liquids. The door in 
to this room is big enough for a chamber to pass through and a sliding door is used. 
 
 

 
Figure 27. The room with the two dust chambers from Sheriffs Road. 
 
 

Offices and Reception 
The offices have been split into two parts, shown in figure 28. One part remains as it 
is today, located in the area that currently is temperature controlled in one end of the 
warehouse. This area is planned for two offices, one for the manager and the other for 
the team leader and/or the test technician. Next to these rooms are one room planned 
as a small conference room, for up to eight persons. If bigger meetings are required, it 
is possible to use the lunch room or book a conference room in the large building on 
Sheriffs Road.  
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Another office area is planned near the incoming and outgoing goods in the middle of 
the allotted area on Aldershot Road. This area is planned for 4-5 office desks. The 
office area has one double window that faces into the laboratory plant. 
 
The area currently used for performance testing will in the new layout be used for a 
reception area. From this room it is possible to enter the conference room, two of the 
offices, the lunch room and also the warehouse area. For customers on visit this is an 
easy way to walk out into the laboratory. 
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Figure 28. The areas for offices. The room in A) is the offices located next to the incoming and 
outgoing goods. The rooms in B) are the areas for the new reception, offices, conference room 
and lunch room. 
 

Labour rooms 
There is one lunch room, toilets and one changing room for the labour. These areas 
are not changed in the new layout, they will be in the same shape and form in the 
same location they are today. A door is placed in the opening in to the lunch room to 
separate the labour rooms from the reception. 
 

Other areas 
The area on Aldershot Road today used for P356 is well planned for that product flow 
and therefore no changes will be made to this area, except for Salt Spray 3 that is 
placed next to the other salt spray chambers. This area will later be used for other 
products such as E240 or other high volume testing products that have almost the 
same flow. The area planned for non-flow is planned to fit the demand to be a highly 
flexible layout used for commercial business, single test and test methods performed 
in small scale. In this area all ovens and chambers are placed near each other. Due to 
special requirements for dust chambers and vibration machines, these are placed in 
separate rooms. 
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The layouts have a clear overview so that the laboratory assistants can easily see what 
is happening in the laboratory. Windows are placed in the vibration room and in the 
office to make it easy for the labour to overview the tests status. Layout1-room has 
windows placed so it is easy to see the machines in the different areas while working 
in either the performance room or in the open area.  
 
The aisles in the laboratory have a width of 1200 mm since the trolleys have a width 
of 700 mm and an extra space of 250 mm on each side of them has been added. 
(Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004) Throughout the whole laboratory this width is 
used, though there is not much traffic in the laboratory. If more space is needed, the 
moving of a few trolleys can gather space temporarily, to allow machines to pass 
through. Otherwise the main aisle can be used. This aisle is 2150 mm wide and runs 
through the whole building outside the office, vibration room and dust room. 
 
All the benches and test equipment are planned so that there will be a space for a 
trolley in a good working position. This means that the trolleys are used for 
transportation of the product. The Job Instruction Paper (JIP) does not need to leave 
the trolley, though if a chamber is used the JIP can be placed in the front of it. The 
layout is planned so that all the products will be placed on trolleys while they are in 
progress and the trolleys transport the products between the different stations.  
 
The doors from the office will have a normal size of 900 mm; all other doors need a 
special size. The doors to the performance room, and the photometric laboratory need 
to have the same width as the aisle (1200 mm) and no thresholds will be used so the 
trolley will simply be able to pass through. The doors to the vibration room and the 
dust room will have a size of 1500 mm so that the test equipment can be moved into 
them. The performance room has one big door 2500 mm wide and 3000 mm high.   
 
A safety shower and eyewash station is placed outside the wall of the toilet located in 
the warehouse area, and another is placed outside the photometric laboratory near the 
exit door. At these two positions a fire-extinguisher is also located. Also evacuation 
maps will be placed here and in every building. A hand washing facility is located 
outside the toilet next to the safety shower and eyewash station.  
 
The JIPs will be placed near the planning board by the assistant in the morning or 
during the day. 
 
Storage is located as near to where it will be used as possible. The equipment for daily 
use is placed in reach where it will be used.  
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8.6.3 Layout 1 – room 
The new part of the warehouse described as Layout1-room, consist of five rooms. 
One temperature controlled room where the performance tests are done, shown in 
figure 29. This room is located in the middle of the building and separates the given 
area in the warehouse into two parts. The office, the vibration room and the dust room 
are placed next to each other along the southern side of the building. Opposite from 
these three rooms, the photometric laboratory is placed along the northern side. One 
new wall is built to separate the laboratory from the warehouse storage area. This 
layout has a specific temperature controlled room and the other part is non 
temperature controlled, as described below. 
 

Temperature controlled room  
On the wall outside of the performance room, a planning board is placed for all the 
test equipment in the laboratory. This tells what test equipment or chambers are in 
process, or if there are any problems and what has caused the machine to stop 
working. There is also an information board showing how the laboratory business is 
performing, on time delivery, goals, future work and other important information. 
This board is placed next to the process planning board. 
 
It is possible to enter the performance room through three doors; one of them is a 
roller door, to enable larger machines into the room. There is one exit door out of the 
building from this room. Unfortunately this leads to a fence a few metres outside, but 
at least it is possible to get out. The room is designed with a lot of windows so that it 
is easy to see the machines in the non-temperature controlled area. 
 
The sound room is located in one corner of the room and the angle and force 
measuring tests are placed next to the sound test facility outside the sound room. The 
reason for this is that one person can work with all three facilities at the same time. 
In the middle of the room the performance table is located, for the reason that it is 
good to have it close to most tests. The hand held machines are placed on shelves on 
top of this table and the test performed with these machines will be done around the 
table. 
 
The tests for power fold performance, telescoping performance and repeatability are 
placed against a wall and also the workbenches for temporary tests such as manual 
force measure.  
 
The memory tests are placed in a shape of a cell, since one person is able to work with 
all of them at the same time. The distances between the desks are 1350 mm according 
to the Australian and New Zealand Standard 29821:1997. 
 
There is a temporary place for test equipment used just a few weeks each year next to 
the wall of the photometric laboratory. The place for this equipment when not in use 
is along the side of the photometric laboratory in the non-temperature controlled area 
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in the laboratory. Also a smaller place is planned for most equipment not in use by the 
wall in the temperature controlled area. When these machines need to be used there  
are places for them in the laboratory. In the temperature controlled area this place is 
located next to the roller door. 
 
The lathe test is placed next to a place for temporary equipment, because it should be 
possible to work on all sides around it. 
 
The tests for performing measurements on door handles and dishwasher mechanism 
are placed next to a wall. This equipment does not necessarily have to be near other 
equipment or the performance table. 
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Figure 29. Performance room, all performance test equipment is located in this room. 
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Non-temperature-controlled area 
The Tensile Test and the Avery are both placed against the wall to the performance 
room, since parts can spatter from this test equipment shown in figure 30. Even 
though the Avery is put directly on the floor, there is enough space around it for 
service and maintenance of the test equipment. 
 
A big sliding storage is placed in the middle of this area and also the workbench and 
cabinets for service and maintenance. 
 
The ovens and freezers are all placed in two straight lines against each other. The 
thermal cycling machines are placed against the western wall that divides the 
laboratory from the storage in the warehouse. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 30. The area outside of the performance room in Layout1-room. 
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8.6.4 Layout 2 – open 
The new part of the warehouse described as Layout 2-open differs from Layout1-
room in the following matters. This layout has an open area for all tests, shown in 
figure 31. The whole new part of the building holds a steady temperature of 22 ± 2oC. 
The ceiling in this area is lowered, to 3.5 meters. The area for incoming and outgoing 
goods does not have a lower ceiling and is not temperature controlled. Since the wall 
in this layout is changed from Layout1-room some of the machines are placed a bit 
differently in this proposal.  
 
The planning board will be placed near the incoming and outgoing goods area and 
near the office in the middle of the warehouse. The area for incoming and outgoing 
goods, vibration room, dust room, sound room, photometric laboratory, offices, 
reception and labour rooms are placed in the same way in both layouts.  
 
The Avery and Tensile Test are situated next to the walls of the warehouse and of the 
photometric laboratory, to keep these machines away from the rest of the test 
equipment. The Door Handle Measure and the Dishwasher Mechanism Test are 
turned the other way around and the sliding storage and workbench for maintenance 
are placed in another way along the aisles. There are a lot of free spaces that can be 
used as temporary places for machines/pieces of equipment. 
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Figure 31. The whole area planned in Layout2-open. 
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8.6.5 Costs for the layouts 
The cost is calculated for the changes within the building, cost of building the 
different rooms and the heating and cooling of the laboratory. The cost of electrical 
fittings and supply test equipment is also calculated. For more detail cost calculations 
see appendix 10. 
 
Costs - identical for the two alternatives 
 
Dust room: $ 15 500, with special ventilation, temperature controlled, walls, ceiling, 
window, sliding door. 
 
Sound Room: $ 35 000 
 
Vibration Room: $ 3 000, walls, ceiling, sliding door, and temperature controlled. 
 
Office department: $ 24 000, normal heating and cooling system, walls, ceiling, 
windows and doors. 
Computer, phones, points and network cabling: $ 50 000 
 
Electrical supply for the laboratory: $150 000 (hard to pre calculate) 
 
The cost above is calculated by Mark Hines at Schefenacker Vision Systems 
December 2006.  
 
 
Layout 1-room 
One special room that is temperature controlled used for the tests that need to be 
performed in ambient temperature of 22oC. The cost for this room, including ceiling, 
windows and large door is, $79 000. 
Gas heating and evaporative cooling system for the rest of the areas of the warehouse 
cost, $ 25 000. 
 
Total cost $ 208 500 
 
Layout 2-open 
One large temperature controlled area that reaches over the whole new part of the 
warehouse. The ceiling has been lowered over this whole part. The cost for that is 
$200 000. To install the heating and cooling into the existing laboratory area today is 
$10 000 
 
Total cost $ 314 500 
 
The difference in cost for the two layouts is that Layout 1-room is almost $106 000 
cheaper than Layout 2-open. 
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9 Final Evaluation of the two layouts developed 
In this chapter the two final layouts, presented in chapter eight are being evaluated. 
 

9.1 Evaluation 
The two final detail layouts developed, Layout1-room and Layout 2-open, were 
evaluated against each other, by means of the specification of requirements and the 
evaluation chart made in SSLP, Step 5. The factors and the result of the evaluation are 
presented as follows. 
 
Product flow 
The product flow is evaluated to be the same in the proposals. It might be easier in the 
open layout to transport the products, since there is no temperature controlled room. 
 
Flexibility 
The flexibility is expected to be better in the open layout, because of the big open 
temperature controlled area, which makes it easier to change the location of the 
machines.  
 
Safety 
The safety is also rated to be higher in the open layout, since this layout has one wall 
that separates the planned laboratory. The wall would work as a natural fire wall in 
case of fire or explosion. The room layout on the other hand is better in the view of 
having one separate room for some of the test equipment, which also works as a fire 
wall. But the rest of the area is open and the fire could spread from one part of the 
laboratory and over the room to the other part of the laboratory. In all other aspects of 
safety the layouts have the same design. 
 
Overview 
It is easy to get a good overview when entering the temperature controlled room, in 
the room layout, and the planning board outside of the room shows the status of the 
equipment in the other area. The big wall that separates the temperature controlled 
area from the already planned part of the laboratory limits the ability to get a good 
overview of the whole laboratory at once. Therefore, the open layout is rated lower in 
overview than the room layout.   
 
Cost  
The cost of the open layout is more expensive, about one third greater, than the room 
layout, mainly due to construction work that has to be done within the building. It will 
be more economical to run the laboratory with the room-layout than the open-layout, 
because the temperature controlled area is smaller. 
 
Work environment  
The two layouts do not have different effects on the work environment.  
 
Use of the existing building 
The use of the existing building is rated the same in both layouts. 
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Organisation 
Since the operators will spend most of the time in the temperature controlled room, 
that has a low sound level, the organisation is expected to be better in the room layout.  
 
Expansion 
The opportunity of an expansion of the laboratory in the future is expected to be 
higher for the room layout, than for the open layout, since the whole non-temperature 
controlled area make it easier to move the wall if required. In case of expanding the 
open layout, more ceilings are needed and it will become more expensive and difficult 
to design.  
 
Maintenance 
Servicing the machines and equipment and keeping clean around the equipment is 
rated to be the same for both layouts. 
 
The evaluation chart, in Table 5 below, gives the result of the final evaluation. 
 
Table 5. Final evaluation chart 
 

 Evaluation factors Weight 1 -Room 2 -Open 
 Product flow 4 3 12 3 12  

Flexibility 4 2 8 3 12  
 Safety 4 2 8 3 12 
 Low cost 3 5 15 2 6  

Overview 3 3 9 2 6  
Work environment 3 3 9 3 9  

 Use of existing building 2 4 8 4 8 
 Organisation 2 3 6 2 4  

Expansion 2 3 6 2 4  
Maintenance 1 3 3 3 3  

  Total: 84   76   
 

 

9.2 Result of the evaluation 
The two layouts have a total evaluation score close to each other. When looking at 
Layout1-Room, this layout has higher score in two of the three most important 
factors, which means that this could be the best layout to use in the amalgamation. 
The low cost factor differs a lot between the two layouts. Layout2–Open should be 
more expensive in construction work, but also in running.  
 
The cost has had a casting vote in this project, since the other factors were so similar. 
Schefenacker and the laboratory wants the cost to be as low as possible, therefore we 
would recommend Layout1-Room. 
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10 Discussion 

This chapter will give an insight of problems and thoughts that have occurred during 
the project. Also matters that need to be more deeply analysed to make the new 
laboratory effective and attractive for the workers will be mentioned here. 
 
The creation of the amalgamated layout started with a big study of understanding and 
describing the current situation of the laboratories. In the beginning of the project 
nearly two weeks were spent on understanding the products way through the 
laboratory, finding patterns and eventual product families. At that stage we discovered 
that we would have to plan the laboratory after non flow factors, in terms of Lean 
Production and to be able to use it for commercial purposes. We were spending a lot 
of time on understanding the current situation which was necessary for doing 
adequate development of the layout.  
 
The collected data about the test methods gave us an idea of what production system 
should be used. The data was not used for more thorough analysis and can therefore 
be said to serve its purpose, but not validated high. The RULA-analysis should be 
used as a recommendation and further ergonomic investigations are needed.  
 
In the first steps of the Simplified Systematic Layout Planning, we did not know how 
to categorise the activities in the laboratory into different functions. We would have 
wanted to define the closeness between every piece of equipment in the laboratory, 
but since the machinery consists of 43 machines plus pieces of equipment directly 
connected to these, as well as hand held equipment and workbenches, that would have 
been too many decisions to take into consideration and plan for. Consequently we 
categorise the activities that require a direct closeness to each other as one unit, these 
units where than related to each other. When the last step in the SSLP was made, the 
detailed planning of the layout, we had to arrange all the equipment in these units 
after the product flow and in the best way according to the specification of 
requirements that were created.  
 
The weight of the different factors in the evaluation chart is difficult to validate with 
accuracy. We have weighted them after our experience from previous similar cases, 
and with ideas we think are most important. These factors could be weighted 
differently if we have other things we find more important. It is hard to tell an actual 
difference between layouts, since the functions and most equipment are placed the 
same in both layouts. Looking at the “low cost” factor in the evaluation chart this 
factor is easy to define and we can see that Layout1-room is cheaper than Layout2-
Room.  
 
The result of the layout corresponds well to the requirements. Lean Production is 
taken into great consideration throughout the phase of layout planning and integrated 
into the steps of the SSLP. To improve the layout further, elements such as quality of 
the product, standardisation of the tests and performing the tests, could be more 
thoroughly examined.  
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Discussion has been held to build the office area in two floors. On the top floor the 
labour rooms could be located and offices below. 
 
The Test Methods are different for almost all products that are tested in the laboratory. 
With the laboratory now going to be commercial it could be good to change that 
system. Today the customer says what they want and in what order they want the 
testing to be done and require Schefenacker to do it that way. It would be better if the 
laboratory specialised in finding the best test that refers to the real world in the best 
way and then tell the costumer that this is the best way of doing it. It would be easier 
to control the test and see differences between different mirrors, and it would be 
easier for the laboratory assistants and others that deal with the laboratory to 
understand the different tests. It would be a standard and from that you can make a 
chart or list of requirements to see what the product fulfils.  
 
The work environment has not been analysed in detail. It is recommended to make 
further ergonomic studies to see what is needed to be changed in this regard. 
Mechanical assistance is needed when handling the heavy mirrors. The light was not 
studied in detail. 
 
It may be necessary to insulate the salt spray machines and the dust chambers, since 
both may affect the equipment and building eventually. An idea with the Salt spray 
machines would be to insulate them in the area where they are currently located, with 
a plastic wall.  
 
It would be good to analyse the dust chambers on Aldershot Road to find out if they 
need better extractors or be placed in a room. Insulation and extractors may require 
that small changes are needed be done to in the recommended layout. 
 
Some of the tests are loud and give the laboratory a quite high noise level, even 
though all the loud tests are insulated in a room it will not be good to work in this 
room. The vibration room is placed next door to the office, so it would be good to 
analyse the sound so the choice of the right insulation is made for these rooms, to 
keep the noise out of the office. 
 
Where the water and drains will be run has not been decided. They can either be dug 
down into the floor or run over doors along the roof. How to solve that problem needs 
to be analysed. If the drains need to be left where they currently are, one solution is to 
build a ramp over them, to be able to take trolleys through the entire laboratory.
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11 Recommendation 

This chapter summarises the results of the project. A final recommendation for 
ongoing work is given. 
 
Layout 1-room is the layout we recommend Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia 
to use for the new amalgamation laboratory, shown in figure 32. Small adjustments 
may be needed.  
 
The recommendation of most importance due to Lean Production is to implement 
Visual Management and 5S into the laboratory. Every tool shall have its own place 
and tools frequently used shall be placed closer than those not used as frequently. The 
whole laboratory shall be visual and visual signs for all important information should 
be used. Secondly, due to Lean Production, Kanban could be implemented so the 
overview for the planning of the product can be tested. Finally we would see that the 
utilization of the machines is being look at, to try to make it more effective through 
planning the tests in the laboratory. 
 
Our first recommendation of highest importance due to the work environment is to 
install good heating and cooling systems in all rooms of the laboratory. Secondly but 
of large importance is buying new work benches, that do not require working against 
a cupboard. Work benches with space for legs, knees and feet for standing work with 
adjustable heights are needed. 
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Figure 32. The recommended layout, Layout1-Room, for the amalgamated laboratory. 
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11.1.1 Organisation 
Working with 5C in the laboratory will continue in the new layout on Aldershot Road. 
Only tools and equipment in good condition and in use follow to Aldershot Road. The 
unnecessary items are cleared out, and just the essential tools and equipment are used. 
The tools and equipment used in the every day production will be placed just in reach 
from where they are used. Tools and equipment not as frequently used are placed in 
cupboards not too far away from where they are needed. All the tools and equipment 
are given a specific place in the new building and are clearly identified so that it is 
easy to see if something is missing or located in the wrong spot.  
 
All the equipment for durability such as chambers and vibration machines are fitted 
with a light, to make it clear what is proceeding in the laboratory. Green light should 
tell that a work is in progress and a blinking red light with noise should indicate that 
something is wrong with the test or the test equipment, see examples in figure 33. The 
vibration room and the dust room will have a light placed outside the room that have 
the same functions to show if anything in the room is in progress and if anything is 
wrong. One proposal is that a light on a board belongs to specific test equipment in 
the room. This means that if something is wrong with that equipment the light will 
show the situation for just that equipment, with the same meaning as described above. 
The green light for okay and a red blinking noisy light for wrong.  
 

   A)                 B) 

M6 M5 

M3 

M2 

M4 

M1 

Figure 33. A) An example of a visual light system used in the manufacturing area at SVSA on 
Sheriffs Road. B) An example of a light set that gives information of which machines are in use or 
faulty. This example can be used in advantage outside the vibration or dust room to give 
information of the machines inside.  

 
A planning board will be used that will have information about all the test equipment 
that are in use. The planning board will have the same appearance as the one in the 
production area on Sheriffs Road, shown in figure 34 and 35. 
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Figure 34. Example of a planning board used in the production plant at SVSA. 

 
 

 

Figure 35. Photo of the same planning board described in figure 34. The planning board that can 
be used in the laboratory from the Motor Mechanism Moulding department. The planning board 
gives information about the current situation and the situation 24 hours ahead. 

 
The test equipment or machine is given a specific number and that number is used on 
the planning board, the number is also located on the equipment. The current job 
column is described with a name, an order number and the time the job will use the 
equipment. In the status column different status of the machine will be recorded. The 
different status can be machine off, machine running, die change, machine open, end 
of run, machine shut down, and maintenance. When a machine changes jobs, a die 
change status sign is placed on the board and the new job is placed after that status 
sign.  
 
An information board tells about the on-time delivery to customer, the achievement of 
the goals that the laboratory has set, future work for the next months, quality faults, 
housekeeping updates and other issues of interest for the laboratory employees.  
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The same colours that are used on the shop floor on Sheriffs road will be used on 
Aldershot Road. Grey for aisles and walkways, light blue for supervisor area, where 
safety glasses are not required, dark blue shows work areas, orange means quarantine 
area and red identities fire hydrants etc, and will be kept clear. Yellow lines are for 
separating the areas from each other. 
 
For transporting of the products trolleys are used. The products are placed on trolleys 
when they start their test sequence. A Job Instruction Paper, JIP will be placed on the 
trolley and this sheet will never leave the trolley or the product batch. An example is; 
first a product or batches of products are placed on a trolley, this trolley transports the 
products into the performance department. The laboratory assistant will then place the 
trolley in front of, for example the Angle Measurement Test and then one product 
from the batch are placed on the work bench and a test is performed. The other 
products from the batch are still on the trolley. When the test has been done the 
product will be placed on the trolley again. When chambers are used for a long time 
and the whole batch is in the chambers the trolley can leave the batch and the JIP will 
then be placed on the chamber or just next to the test equipment in a hard plastic sheet 
case. When collecting the JIP the same number and name on the project will be 
located next to the products on the shelf on the incoming and outgoing goods.  
 
The laboratory assistants do not have a busy day scheme all the time, and the time 
they spend on waiting leads to a big waste for the company. But with the 
amalgamation the labour force can be reduced, because all the machines are located in 
the same building, so one assistant can have control over more machines. The 
transportation between the laboratories will be reduced within the amalgamation. This 
will gain time and reduce the damage caused by transportation.  
 
The Angle, Force and Sound Measure have been placed almost in a cell to reduce 
movements. Also the Memory Tests are placed almost in a cell so that one person can 
easily work with all of them at the same time. The commercial business will help the 
machines to increase their utilization. In the layout the machines will be placed in 
storage areas, only used when they are needed. 
 
The test methods are different for almost all products that are tested in the laboratory.  
With the laboratory now going to be commercial it could be good to change the 
system. Today the customer requests what they want and in what order they want the 
tests to be done and require Schefenacker to do it in that way. It would be better if the 
laboratory specialised in finding the best test that refers to the real world in the best 
way and then tell the costumer that this is the best way of doing it. It would be easier 
to control the tests and see differences between different mirrors, and it would be 
easier for the lab assistants and others that deal with the laboratory to understand the 
different tests. 
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11.1.2 Work environment
Salt Spray 3 is located close to the other salt spray chambers. The Avery and Tensile 
Test will have safety glass so that parts not will scatter from them when they are in 
use. It is also recommended that dust respirators are worn by the laboratory staff when 
working or cleaning in this room. 
 
There is a heating and cooling system arranged in the warehouse building. Most likely 
a system with gas heating and evaporative cooling system will be used. Every room 
planned in the layouts will be totally temperature controlled and have an ambient 
temperature at 22 ± 2oC, according to AS/NZS 2234 1.1:2005 
 
Benches, floors, walls and ceiling will be made of a material that can handle the 
chemicals that are in use in the laboratory. 
 
The laboratory involves a lot of chambers, ovens and other equipment used for 
testing. It is hard to have a specific height on these things that is perfectly suitable for 
all workers; therefore a stool will be used for the shorter worker. All benches shall be 
adjustable for height though work surface height can vary according to seating or 
standing work, different tasks performed and different height people. The height of 
the work stations that cannot be adjustable would be at 107 mm height; this is 
recommended for light assembly.  
 
If mirrors have a weight greater than 4.5 kg they need to use a mechanical assistance 
when using them 60-76cm from the body (Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004). This 
means that handling the mirror family P356 must have a mechanical assist when 
taking them out of the chambers and placing them onto trolleys. The transport of the 
product will be safely done on the trolleys that have a good surface that will keep the 
product from damage or falling off, shown in figure 36a. Fixtures, fittings and 
equipment including that under-bench are supported so that it is easy to clean the floor 
and the surface between them, shown in figure 36b.  
 

    
A)      B) 
 
Figure 36. The trolley, A) and a representative work station, B). 
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Appendix 1 –  SSLP Step 1, Relationship Chart 

Step 1 – Relationship Chart 
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 Value Closeness   Value Cause of closeness  

A Absolute necessary 3  1 Information flow  
E Especially important 4  2 Noise  
I Important 8  3 Building similarities  
O Ordinary - Closeness 9  4 Labour traffic  
N Unimportant 16  5 Material flow  
X Not desirable 5  

Sum 45  
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Appendix 2 – SSLP Step 2, Establish space requirements 

               
               
               
               

 Relative value of needs 

 A = Absolute necessary 

 I = Important 

 O = Ordinary - closeness OK 

 N = Unimportant 
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- = Not desirable 

 Nr Function m2 m tonne A, I, O,N eller -         Requirement of area shape 
 1 Reception 36 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N N N A N A 1 desk + couch, in existing building 
 2 Offices 72 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 A N N N N A N A 2 offices + conf room + 4 desks in warehouse area 
 3 Labour rooms incl. toilets 40 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 A N N N N A N N 15 persons, but 9 at once, 4 sqm/pers x 10 pers 
 4 Goods reception 34 3 - 4.5 0.6-0.9 N N N N N N N A Place for pallets and fork lifts, place for unpacking 
 5 Goods delivery 34 3 - 4.5 0.6-0.9 N N N N N N N A Place for pallets and fork lifts, place for packing 
 6 Performance tests 77 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N O N A N A sound room, desks 
 7 Durability tests 206 3 - 4.5 0.6-0.9 A A A I A A A A thermal, vibration room, chambers, avery, tensile 
 8 Storage of equipment, material 11 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N N N N N N fixtures, equipment, tools 

 9 
Storage of equipment not in 
use 6 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N N N N N N machines not in use often 

 10 Photometric laboratory 48 ≤ 3 ≤0.5 N N N O N A N A 16 m x 3 m, restricted shape 
 11 Aisles 141 3 - 4.5 0.6-0.9 N N N N N N N N 25% of the total area required 
   705            
             * (Bergenståhl, Perborg 1995)  
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Appendix 3 – SSLP Step 3, Diagram activity relationships 

Step 3 – Diagram activity relationships 
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Appendix 4 – Three test methods 

Here are three of the most frequent used test methods preformed on Sheriffs Road. 
The large product family P356 is not present here. The Table shows that it’s hard to 
find a layout that can be planned after the exact product flow in the test process. We 
can see in brief that the test methods have the same sequence; they start with a 
performance test than cycles of durability test and than a performance test again. 
These in brief sequence are the one that we are taking a large consideration when 
designing the layout for the amalgamation. 
 
 

CE072 CE049(TM-1270) CE046 (TMN-1207) 
   

10 SAMPLES 30 SAMPLES 12 SAMPLES 

B Performance test (1-10) 4 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE (1-30) 4 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE (1-
12) 

B.2, Noise Evaluation,  (1-10), Sound Room 4.e) Sound Level, (1-30), Sound Room 4.d).1 Operational Noise, (1-12), Sound 
Room 

B.1.a).1 Speed and time of op, power supply, drive 
box 

4.a)  Angular Travel, Angular Measure 4.a)  Angular Travel, Angular Measure 

B.1.a).2 Electrical torque at +25 C 4.f).1 Manual override, Forece Mesaure 4.b).2 Rate of travel, at -20 Angualr Mesure      

B.1.a).3 Residual current +25 C 4.d).1 Override Current                     // 4.e).1 Manual override, Forece Mesaure 

B.1.a).4 Breakaway voltage at +25 C 4.h).1 Start up Voltage                      // 4.f).1 Electrical override                      // 

B.1.a) 8 Stall current +25 C 4.c).1 Operating Current                      // 4.c).1 Current draw                      // 

B.1.a) 9 Run current at +25 C 4.b).1 Rate of travel,                     // 4.b).1 Rate of travel,                     // 

B.1.a) 10 Start up time at +25 C 4.g).1 Electrical override Torque 4.c).2 Current draw, at -20                 // 

B.1.a) 11 Turn off Time +25 C 4.b).2 Rate of travel,  -40 C    4.b).3 Rate of travel, at +85  Angualr Mesure    

B.1.a) 5,6 Manual torque at +25C 4.c).2 Operating Current  -40C 4.c).3 Current draw, at +85               // 

B.1.a) 7 Deflection at +25 4.d).2 Override Current  -40 C 4.g).1 Fold away force (<80N) 

B.1.a) 13 Repability at +25  4.h).2 Start up Voltage   -40C  

B.3, Performance at Low Ambient, (1-10)  4.b).2 Rate of travel,  +85 C    DURABILITY TESTS 

B.3.a).2 Speed and time of op 4.c).2 Operating Current  +85C 5.d) 1 Vibration durability, (1-6), Vibration 
test 1 

B.3.a).3 Electric torque at -40C, freezer 4.d).2 Override Current  +85C 5.f).1 Foldaway Durability , Brakeaway 3 

B.3.a).4 Residual current -40C 4.h).2 Start up Voltage   +85C 5.f).2 at -20  freezer 3, brakeaway 5 

B.3a). 5 Breakaway voltage at -40C 4.i).1 Insulation Resistance, Insulation Tester 5.f).3 at +85 oven 7, brakeaway 5 

  5.f).4  at +38 90/95%RH, Braeakaway 5, 
Thermal Cyceling 

  5.f).5 in Salt Spry, Breakawayaway 6 

B.3a) 6 Stall current at -40C DURABILITY TESTS 5.f).6  in Dust , Dust chamber, Breakaway 6 

B.3.a) 7 Run current at -40C 5a)Thermal and electric Cycling (1-6) Mobile 
PLC 

 

B.3.a) 8 Start up time at -40C 5.a).1 Thermal and electric Cycling, -40C, 
freezer  

5.a.Electrical cycling (7-9) 

B.3.a) 9 Turn off Time -40 C 5 a).1Thermal and electric Cycling, +85C, oven 5.a.1 Electrical cycling  PLC  

  5.a.2  at -20C, PLC, Freezer 

B.3.a) 11 Repability -40C 5.a).1Thermal and electric Cycling,Ambient 5.a.3 at +85C, PLC, Freezer 
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B.4 Performance at High Ambient,, (1-10) 5.c).1 Electrical override 5.a.4  at +38 90/95 RH, PLC, Humididty 

Chamber 
B.4.a).2 Speed and time of op 5.c).1 Electrical override at -40C freezer 5.a.5 in Salt Spray.  PLC, Salt Spray 

Chamber 
B.4.a).3 Electric torque at +85C. oven 5.c).2 Electrical override at +85C, oven 5.a.6 Electrical cycling in Dust, PLC, Dust 

chamber 
B.4.a).4 Residual current +85C 5.c).3 Electrical override at ambient  

B.4.a). 5 Breakaway voltage at +85C 5.k) High temp effect, +121C,(1-6) oven  5.c) Temperatur resistance (7-9) 

B.4.a) 6 Stall current at +85C 5.l) Low  temp effect, -40C,(1-6) freezer 5.c).1  Thermal cycle, Oven, Freezer 

B.4.a) 7 Run current at +85C  5.c).2 Cold Humidity Shock, 
Freezer,Humididy Chamber 

B.4.a) 8 Start up time at +85C 5.e).1.2 Resonance,(7-12) Vibrationtest 1 5.c).3 Bake oven exposure +95C, Oven 

B.4.a) 9 Turn off Time +85 C 5.f).2  Vibration durability Vibrationtest 1  

B.4.a) 11 Repability +85C 5.g) Water freese (7-12) Freezer, Water Spry 5.b Motor Abuse test (7-9) 

  5.b.1 at ambient, Power supply 

DURABILITY TESTS 5.h) Dust test (7-12)  Dust chamber 5.b.2 at -20 Power supply drive direction 
box,freezer 

 C.9 Hot Soak, (1-4) oven  5.b.3 at +85C  Power supply drive direction 
box,oven 

 C.8 .Folding, (1-4) 5.b).1. Manual Cycling at -40 C (13-18)   

C 8.1 Manual override, at -40, Breakaway 4,5  5.b).2. Manual Cycling at +85 C (13-18)  5.e.1 Corrosion durability (10-12), Salt Spry 
cabinet 

C.8.2  Electrical durability -40, PLC cykling 5.b).3. Manual Cycling at ambient (13-18)   

C.8.3  Manual override at ambient, Breakaway 3 5.d)1.2 Static Thermal Shock (13-12)  oven, 
freeser 

4 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE (1-
12) 

C.8.4  Electrical at ambient  PLC  4.d).1 Operational Noise, (1-12) Sound Room 

C.8.5  Manual override,+85 Breakaway 3 5.i) Corrosion Res (19-24) Salt Spry, PLC  4.a)  Angular Travel, Angular Measure 

C.8.6  Electrical durability  +85 PLC 5.j) Humidity, (25-30) , Humididty chamber 
+85C 

4.b).1 Rate of travel,                     // 

C.8.7  Electrical durability -40, PLC  4.c).1 Current draw                      // 

C.8.7  Electrical durability, PLC 4 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE (1-30) 4.e).1 Manual override, Forece Mesaure 

C.8.7  Electrical durability +85, PLC 4.e) Sound Level, (1-30), Sound Room 4.f).1 Electrical override                      // 

 4.a)  Angular Travel, Angular Measure 4.g).1 Fold away force (<80N), Linear test 

C.1 Dust Chamber (5-8) Dust Chamber 4.b).1 Rate of travel,                     // 4.h).1 Refflective surface Retention (>60N) 
Glass pull 

B.1Performance at Room Ambient (5-8) 4.c).1 Operating Current                      //  

B.1.a).4 Breakaway voltage at +25 C 4.d).1 Override Current                     //  

C.2 Extreme Ambient, 3 cycles (5-8) 4.h).1 Start up Voltage                      //  

C.3 Life time cycle salt spry,( 5-8) 4.f).1 Manual override, Forece Mesaure  

C.4 Life time cycle cold temp -40C (5-8) 4.g).1 Electrical override Torque  

C.5 Life cycle hot temp +85C (5-8)   

C.6 Rain spry and freeze, 4 cycle (5-8)   

C.7 Life cycle vibration 4 cycle  (5-8)   

   

C.10 Holdfast Stiffness (9) Avery , freezer   

   

C.11 Humdity (10) Oven 8-10   
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B.2, Noise Evaluation,  (1-10) Sound room   

B.1,Performance at Room Ambient,  (1-10)   

B.1.a).1 Speed and time of op   

B.1.a).2 Elctrical torque at +25 C   

B.1.a).3 Residual current +25 C   

B.1.a).4 Breakaway voltage at +25 C   

B.1.a) 8 Stall current +25 C   

B.1.a) 9 Run current at +25 C   

B.1.a) 10 Start up time at +25 C   

B.1.a) 11 Turn off Time +25 C   

B.1.a) 5,6 Manual torque at +25C   

B.1.a) 7 Deflection at +25   

B.1.a) 13 Repability at +25    
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Appendix 5 - Test equipment    

List of test equipment 
 
Salt spray Chamber                                                                                                       
To make the product corrode, the samples are put in a salt spray chamber for a 
specific time defined in the test request. These chambers look like big tubes and 
consist of salt water. 
  
Dust Chamber 
The dust durability is tested in a dust chamber. The dust chamber looks like a big 
oven. There are four different dust chambers and one of them is just suitable for 
coarse (cement) dust. The other three uses Arizona dust. The chambers have special 
safety descriptions when handling the products in and out of the chamber. The two 
old chambers, today located on Sheriffs road, have stricter safety descriptions which 
mean they have to be still for two hours before taking the products out of the 
chambers after process. 
 
Humidity Chamber 
Humidity environmental conditions are tested in a humidity chamber. This means that 
chamber is set to a specific air condition for example +50C 85/90% RH, which means 
at a temperature of 50oC and a relative humidity of 85-90%. 
 
Vibration Machine 
Vibration tests are done to see the affect of bumpy situations on the product. This test 
is done on a vibration machine that vibrates the product in different types of vibration 
set to reproduce normal use over a 10 years time. The Vibration4 is different from the 
other vibration machines though it uses a slip table to which products are fixed. The 
other three put the mirrors in fixtures round the central spin. Vibration 1 is very 
sensitive against other noise and vibration and has to bee isolated from noise and 
vibrations.  
 
Breakaway facility  
Folding tests are done on the mirrors, the manual or the electrical mirrors are tested in 
this function, but two different equipments are needed for this. The folding is tested in 
both hot, cold and at ambient temperature. The products can be placed on a 
breakaway fixture and placed in an oven or freezer. 
 
Oven and Freezer 
The product is exposed to extreme temperatures up to +121oC in an oven or exposed 
to different thermal situations such as thermal shock when the product goes from a 
very hot to a really cold temperature in a few cycles. Resistance of extreme cold 
temperatures is tested in the freezers. 
 
Thermal Cycling 
These six machines expose the products to extreme temperatures between +90oC and -
30oC and to humidity shocks. The products are also exposed to temperatures from -
30oC to +25oC 90/95% RH. Fixtures for telescoping, folding, breakaway and 
snapback tests can be placed in these machines and connected to a computer on the 
sides of the machines. 
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Appendix 5 - Test equipment    

 
 
PLC facility 
This equipment is used together with and to control the chambers and the machines. 
These six facilities consist of different programs that for instance control and change 
the temperature in an oven at a certain time. 
 
Water Spray facility 
Rain resistance is tested with a water spray facility. The product is placed in a tank of 
distilled water for different time periods. A direct move of the product to the freezer 
simulates an icing situation. 
 
Tensile and Avery machines 
The strength is tested in the Tensile machine and the force load on the product is 
tested in the Avery machine. These kinds of tests are performed at ambient 
temperature but with products taken directly from the oven or the freezer 
. 
Angle Measure 
The mirror glass set into the rear mirror is tested to measure so it does not move under 
normal use. The product is placed in a fixture to the machine. The machine can be 
placed on a table. 
 
Force Measure 
The force it takes to move the mirror into different positions is measured in this 
machine.  
 
Glass Pull 
The force needed to pull out the glass from the mirror is tested with a glass pull 
machine. This type of test is normally not included in a specific test method but 
requested as a single test. 
 
Sound room 
Sound tests are performed on the product to measure the sound while folding or 
telescoping the mirror. The room is totally insulated from sounds outside of the room. 
 
Telescoping Durability 
This machine is just suitable for the P356 mirrors and tests the telescoping functions 
on the mirror. This facility can be used inside the thermal cycling machines to control 
this telescoping function in different environmental conditions. 
 
Telescopic Performance 
This machine tests the manual and electrical telescoping performance of the product. 
It has to be placed on a table and connected to a computer. 
 
Power Fold Performance 
This machine tests the manual and electrical folding performance of the product. This 
machine is surrounded by a safety cage and connected to a computer. 
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Appendix 5 - Test equipment    

 
Manual Durability 
These five pieces of equipment test the manual folding of the mirror. The facility can 
be used in chambers to test the functions in different environmental conditions. 
 
SDS 
These six facilities test different electrical cycling functions on the electrical mirrors. 
The facility can be used in chambers to test this function in different environmental 
conditions. 
 
Memory test 
These four machines test the memory repeatability performance of the products. The 
mirrors can be programmed for different people to use them. 
 
Linear test 
The machine is used for two different types of tests. One is to control any movement 
of the mirror from folding and the other is to measure the force needed to fold the 
mirror manually. 
 
Adjust durability 
These three machines are not used often. 
 
Door slam 
This equipment is a big fixture that is placed in a Thermal Cycling machine or Oven 
or Freezer. No, this stands in the corner in the same room as the dust chambers. 
 
Other smaller machines 
This machines are hand hold machines or standing on benches used for short tests. 
Examples of such equipment are Power supply, leak tests, Balance, and insulation 
test. 
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Appendix 6 – Housekeeping Checklist    

5C  CONCEPT  &  HOUSEKEEPING  AUDIT 

DATE :   
  AUDIT FREQUENCY: 

MONTHLY AREA :                     GROUP:                          DEPT:   
 

1C    CLEAR OUT /SORT 0 1 2 3 11.1.

IS THIS TRULY NECESSARY  
FLOOR   Floor, benches, work stations etc clear of unnecessary or excess items.      
EQUIPMENT   Essential tools, equipment & items are in the area and functioning correctly      
MATERIALS   Suspect items are separated (orange bins / ‘Hold’ cards) or quarantined      
VISUAL   Production /notice boards have current & relevant information.      
DISPOSAL   Rubbish bins are appropriate & used with no rubbish on the floor etc.      
IF SCORE >19. CONGRATULATIONS 1C LEVEL HAS BEEN ACHIEVED. 
IF SCORE <10 REPORT IMMEDIATELY TO MANAGER 1C SCORE  

2C    CONFIGURE /SET IN ORDER 0 1 2 3 4 

CREATE  A  PLACE  FOR  EVERYTHING  &  PUT  EVERYTHING IN  IT’S  PLACE  

FLOOR   Floor & walkways clearly marked (painted lines / areas in good condition)      

EQUIPMENT   Tools & equipment storage locations clearly identified and stored in correct 
location. Can you tell if something is missing?      

MATERIALS    Materials, components & finished product clearly identified and labelled including
first /last off and quarantine.      

VISUAL   Production /notice boards clearly labelled, with defined content.      
DISPOSAL   Rubbish, recycling & reject bins are clearly identified and with defined positions      
IF SCORE >19. CONGRATULATIONS 2C. REPORT TO MANAGER 
IF SCORE <10 2C LEVEL LOST 2C SCORE  

3C    CLEAN DOWN /SHINE 0 1 2 3 4 

CLEAN YOUR WORK PLACE TO ALLOW FOR INSPECTION  

FLOOR   Floor & walkways clear of obstructions, dirt, dust, debris & spilt parts      
EQUIPMENT   Equipment kept in good repair & clean of dust & debris. No wear and tear.      
MATERIALS   Materials & components are in a clean & useable condition and current.      
VISUAL   Storage, shelving & racking areas clean & tidy. Labelling tidy.      
GENERAL   Concern items identified in handover book or similar      
IF SCORE >19. CONGRATULATIONS 3C LEVEL. REPORT TO MANAGER 

IF SCORE <10 3C LEVEL LOST 3C SCORE  

4C    CLEAN UP /STANDARDISE 0 1 2 3 4 

KEEP IT CLEAN & ORDERLY IN A STANDARD WAY  

FLOOR   Cleaning schedule in place      
EQUIPMENT   Log books in place and up to date      
MATERIALS   Minimum and maximum quantities identified for storage      
VISUAL   Areas & surfaces are painted, colour-coded, labelled or identified      
GENERAL   Kaizen team in place and active      
IF SCORE >19. CONGRATULATIONS 4C LEVEL. REPORT TO MANAGER 
IF SCORE <14 4C LEVEL LOST 4C SCORE  
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Appendix 6 – Housekeeping Checklist    

5C    CONTROL /SUSTAIN 0 1 2 3 4 

USE DISCIPLINE TO MAINTAIN AND CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE   

FLOOR   Housekeeping activities are practiced continuously by following schedules      
EQUIPMENT   Evidence of calibration and maintenance schedule      
PROCESS   Control plans, SWI’s /  JIS’s in place, accurate to process, and people trained.      
VISUAL   Boundary samples and training level parts available.      
GENERAL   Evidence of kaizen team generating implemented improvements.      
IF SCORE >19. CONGRATULATIONS 5C LEVEL. REPORT TO DIRECTOR 

5C SCORE  IF SCORE <14 5C LEVEL LOST 
0 = Unsatisfactory    1 = Large Improvement    2 = Small Improvement    3 =Good     4 = Next Level 
> 3 Problems                 3 Problems                         2 Problems                  1 Problem      0 Problems 

           
 

 

 

OBSERVATIONS 
 

1C  
 
 

2C  
 
 

3C  
 
 

4C  
 
 

5C  
 

Level Achieved  Score Tally Yes/No
Team member 

signoff

1C    CLEAR OUT   

2C    CONFIGURE   

3C    CLEAN  DOWN   
4C    CLEAN UP   

5C    CONTROL   

 

TOTAL
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Appendix  7 – Sound measurement on Aldershot Road 

Noise Measurement in the Laboratories at Schefenacker 
Vision System South Australia (SVSA) - 2006-12-01 

 

Aim:  
Be aware of the sound level in the laboratories at SVSA, to se if there would be 
necessary to insulate some test equipment and if some other preventive measures had 
to be done. 

Theory and back ground:  
According to Occupational Health Safety & Welfare the sound level in a workplace 
should not exceed 7L Aeq8h of 85 dB (A) (OHSW 1995). A noise level at 85 dB(A) is 
not to recommend even if it not will lead to a hearing loss, it  may contribute to 
performance decrements caused by distraction or annoyance. As a general rule, such 
noise should be kept below 50 dB (A), or 40 dB (A) for high-concentration tasks 
according to Kjellberg and Landstrom 1994. (Chengalur, Rodgers, Bernard 2004)  
The vibration machines today used on Aldershot Road are placed in a specific room 
because of the noise they generate. The vibration machines on Sheriffs Road are not 
used in a specific room. When the new laboratory is designed, it is of interest to know 
if the vibration machines need insulation. Other test equipment that causes noise or 
vibration may also need to be insulated. 

Material: 
• Tape measure 
• Analogue dB (A) meter 

Method:  
The dB (A) meter was handhold and the noise level was measured in different 
distance from the noise source. The sound was first measured on Sheriffs Road and 
then on Aldershot Road. 
  

Result: 
 
Sheriff Road 
With no machines running in the laboratory the level reached 65 dB (A) all over the 
area on Sheriffs Road. This can also be called the background noise level in the 
laboratory.  
 
For Vibration 1 and Vibration 4 two different when the machine was running 
measurements was done one 0.5m from the machine and one 5m away from the 
machine. The level reaches 73-75 dB (A) 0.5m away from Vibration 1 and 73-75 dB  
 
                                                 
7 7 The L Aeq8h refers to the average noise exposure level throughout an eight hour 
working day measured on  the A weighted noise scale A weighted means that 
measuring instrument has been adjusted to mimic the hearing characteristic of a 
human ear. 
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Appendix  7 – Sound measurement on Aldershot Road 

 
 
(A) 5 m away. For Vibration 4 the level reach 75-83 dB (A) 0.5m away from the 
machine and 69-71 dB (A) 5 m away. 
 
For Thermal cycling 3 three different measurement was done.  

1. 0.5m away in front of the chamber , 73-74 dB (A), 
2. 1m away in front of the chamber , 73-74 dB (A), 
3. 1m away when the vibration 4 is running, 75 dB (A) 

 
 
Aldershot Road 
The area were all performance tests are performed has a background noise level of 50 
dB(A). 
 
Vibration 3 and Vibration 5 is located in one room. The noise is measured in the 
middle of the machines. Outside the room the noise is measured just 20 cm from the 
wall and just outside the door to the room. 

1. Inside the room between the machines when not running. 79 dB (A) 
2. Inside the room between the machines when running. 97-99 dB (A) 
3. Outside by the wall when not running 59 dB (A) 
4. Outside by the wall when running 73 dB (A) 
5. Outside by the door wall when not running 59 dB (A) 
6. Outside by the door wall when running 80 dB (A) 

 
 
For Thermal cycling 2 one t measurement was done 0.5m away in front of the 
chamber the nose level was, 72 dB (A). 

Discussion: 
The noise level is too high to be good working place for the lab assistant. It is good to 
keep the sound level as low as possible or around 50 dB (A). Therefore it would be 
good to insulate the vibration machines thou some o the chambers also cause some 
noise and together will the sound level be too high. The door to the vibration room is 
not in the best design thou a lot of noise is leak through it. The equivalent noise level 
during the day will maybe not be as high as our result shows, thou the machines not 
run every time of the day. It is most the annoyance that will be a problem in the 
laboratory if the noise machines not will be insulated.  

Source of error: 
The measurement was just made for the specific time we measured them. The labour 
may not be exposed for this level for so many hours.  
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Appendix  8 – Analysis of laboratory requests 

 
Analysis of laboratory requests 
 
All tests performed in the laboratory either belong to a test method, part of a test 
method or be performed as a single test. When analysing the data first all the different 
test methods were identified, than all parts of a test method and at last all single tests 
were defined as others. 
 
The different test methods found were; CE072, CE049, CE046, Toyota 0120-400227, 
TS3901G, SDS. It was found that the request for single tests and part of test methods 
was high. More thoroughly examination of these tests showed no similarities and no 
other product families could be found. 
 

 
Lab requests Jan-Sept 2006
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By specification  
  
CE072 (test methods) 24
CE049 ( test methods) 19
CE046 ( test methods) 32
SDS ( product family) 84
TOYOTA 01204-00227( test methods) 67
TSC3901G( test methods) 1
  
Other( mixed product) 326
  
TOTAL 553  
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Appendix 9 – Test requirement specification 

Relative value of needs 

A = Absolute necessary 

I = Important 

O = Ordinary - closeness OK 

N = Unimportant 

Step 2                          
  Established space requirements 
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Nr Equipment Name m2 m tonne A, I, O,N eller -               Requirement of area shape 

1 Adj Durubility 1 (S) 0.55     N N N N N N A N   
2 Adj Durubility 2 (S) 0.58     N N N N N N A N   
3 Adj Durubility 3 (S) 0.68     N N N N N N A N   
4 Angle Measure  (A) 0.72     N N N N N N A A   
5 Avery               (S) 1.2     N N A N N N A N   
6 Balance 1        (S)       N N N N N N A N   
7 Breakaway 3    (S) 0.68     N N N N N N A N   
8 Breakaway 4    (S) 0.29     N A N N N N N N   
9 Breakaway 5    (S) 0.42     N N N N N N N N   

10 Break away 6   (A)       N N N N N N N N USED WITH THERMAL CYCLE 6 (19/10) 
11 Camera           (S)                   A   HAND HOLD 
12 Camera           (S)                   A   HAND HOLD 
13 CMM 3 (S)                   A   METROLOGY TEST 
14 Door Slam 1     (S) 0.6     N N N N N N A N   
15 Dust Chamber 2, cement (S) 1.4     N N N N A N N N   
16 Dust Chamber 3, coarse dust (S) 1.4     N N N N A N N N   
17 Dust Chamber 4(A)       N A N N A N N N   
18 Dust Chamber 5(A)       N A N N A N N N   
19 Force Measure (A) 0.72                 A     
20 Freezer 1  (S) 0.9     N N N N N N N N   
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21 Freezer 3 (S) 0.63     N N N N N N N N   
22 Freezer 4 (A)                   N     
23 Glass Pull (S) 0.36     N A N N N N A N JUST SINGEL TEST NEVER IN A METHOD 
24 Insulation tester (S)                   A   HAND HOLD 
25 IR Thermometer (S)                   A   HAND HOLD 
26 Leak test 1  (S)                   A   HAND HOLD 
27 Linear test   (S) 0.57     N N N N N N A N   
28 Loadcell System 4  (S)       N N N N N N A N   
29 Load cell System 5 (S)                   A   SMALL ECQUIPMENT NEEDS NORMAL EL 

30 Manual Durubility 1 (S)                   N   
Manual glass adjustment durubility machine 
0C-65C 90%RH 

31 Manual Durubility 2 (A)       N A N N N N N N 
Manual glass adjustment durubility machine -
40C-65C 90%RH 

32 Manual Durubility 3 (A)       N A N N N N N N 
Manual glass adjustment durubility machine -
40C-65C 90%RH 

33 Manual Durubility 5 (A)       N A N N N N N N   
34 Manual Durubility 6 (A)       N A N N N N N N   
35 Memory Test 1 (S)       N N N N N N A A USE CUMPUTER 
36 Memory Test 2 (A) 0.72     N N N N N N A A HAS TO STAND ON A BENCH 
37 Memory Test 3(A) 0.72     N N N N N N A A HAS TO STAND ON A BENCH 
38 Memory Test 4 (A) 0.72     N N N N N N A A HAS TO STAND ON A BENCH 
39 Meter 4 (S)                       MULTI METER HAND HELD 
40 Oscilloscope (S)       N N N N N N A N SMALL ONE CAN STAN ON A BENCH 
41 Oven 1 (S) 0.52     N N N N N N N N SMALL OVEN NEED TO STAN ON A BENCH 
42 Oven 3 (S) 0.47                 N     
43 Oven 4 (S) 0.24     N N N N N N N N   
44 Oven 5 (A)       N N N N N N N N SMALL OVEN 
45 Oven 7 (S) 0.48     N N N N N N N N KOPPLAD TILL BRAKAWAY 4(18/10) 
46 Oven 8 (S) 0.58     A N N N N N N N HUMIDITY CHAMBER 

47 Oven 9 (S) 1.97     A N N N   A N A 
20AMP, HUMIDITY CHAMBER -30C~80C 
90%RH 

48 Oven 10 (S) 1.97     A N N N N A N   
20AMP, HUMDITY CHAMBER -30C~80C 
90%RH 

49 Oven 11 (A)       A N N N N A N N WALK IN HUMIDITY CHAMBER+50C80%RH 
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50 Oven 12 (S) 0.42     N N N N N N N N   
51 Oven 13 (A)       A N N N N A N N   
52 PLC 1 (S), Motor mechanism 0.3     N N N N N N A N   

53 PLC 2 (S)       N N N N N N N N 
STANDS BESIDES SALT SPRAY, NOT IN 
USE 

54 PLC 3 (S) 0.3     N N A N N N N N WALL MOUNTED FOR SALT AND DUST 
55 PLC 3 (S)       N N N N N N N N NORMAL 
56 PLC 4 (S) 0.3     N N N N N N N N   
57 PLC 5 (S) 0.3     N N N N N N N N   
58 PLC 6 (S) 0.36     N N N N N N N A   
59 PLC 7 (S) 0.36                 N     
60 PLC 8 (S) 0.36                 N     
61 Power Fold 1 (A) 1.75     N N N N N N A A   

62 Power Supply (S)                   A   
BIG POWER SUPPLY ON THE WALL, NOT IN 
USE  

63 Salt Spray 10 (A)       A A N N I N N N   
64 Salt Spray 11 (A)       A A N N I N N N   
65 Salt Spray 2 (S) 1.92     A A N A I N N N   
66 Salt Spray 3 (S) 1.54     B R O K E N N     

67 Salt Spray 4 (A)       A A N N I N N N 
USE A PLC FOR DRIVE AND THIS PLC 
NEED IT 

68 Salt Spray  5 (A)       A A N N I N N N 
USE A PLC FOR DRIVE AND THIS PLC 
NEED IT 

69 Salt Spray 6 (A)       A A N N I N N N 
USE A PLC FOR DRIVE AND THIS PLC 
NEED IT 

70 Salt Spray 7 (A)       A A N N I N N N 
USE A PLC FOR DRIVE AND THIS PLC 
NEED IT 

71 Salt Spray 8 (A)       A A N N I N N N 
USE A PLC FOR DRIVE AND THIS PLC 
NEED IT 

72 Salt Spray 9(A)       A A N N I N N N 
USE A PLC FOR DRIVE AND THIS PLC 
NEED IT 

73 SDS 1 (A)       N N N N N N N A   
74 SDS 2 (A) 0.36     N N N N N N N N   

75 SDS 3 (A)                   N   
DON’T FIND BUT MOST LIKELY SAME AS 
SDS 1 

76 SDS 4 (A)       N N N N N N N A   
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77 SDS 5 (A)       N N N N N N N A   

78 SDS 6 (A)                   N   
DON’T FIND BUT MOST LIKELY  SAME AS 
SDS 1 

79 SLM (S)       N N N N N N N   HAND HOLD 
80 Sound Room (S)                   A     
81 Sound Test (S)       N N N N N N A A   
82 Telescopic Durubility 1 (S)       N A N N N N A N   
83 Telescopic Durubility 2 (A)       N A N N N N N N USED WITH THERMAL CYCELING 4 
84 Telescopic Durubility 3 (A)       N A N N N N N N THERMAL CYCELING 5 
85 Telescopic Performance (A) 1     N N N N N N A A   
86 Tensile test (S) 0.62     N N N N N N A A   
87 Thermal Cyceling 2 (A)       A N N N N A N N 415 VILT, 16 AMP 
88 Thermal Cyceling 3 (S) 1.97       A N N N A N N   
89 Thermal Cyceling 4 (A)       A N N N N A N N   
90 Thermal Cyceling 5 (A)       A N N N N A N N 20 AMP, 415 VOLT 
91 Thermal Cyceling 6 (A)       A N N N N A N N 32 AMP, 415 VOLT 
92 Thermal Cyceling 7 (A)       A A N N N A N I USE WITH SDS 4 WITH CUMPUTER 
93 Thermocouple (S)       N N N N N N A N HAND DOLD 
94 Torgue screwdriver (S)       N N N N N N A N HAND HOLD 
95 Torque wrench (S)       N N N N N N A N HAND HOLD 
96 Vibration 1 (S) 0.72     N A I N N N A N SLIP TABLE 

97 Vibration3 (A)       N A A N N A A N 
USED WITH VIBRATION 5 THAT NEED 
SPECIAL ELECITRY 

97 Vibration 4 (S) 1.32     N A I N N N A N 
CANT STAND BETWWEN ANY OTHER 
NOISE OR VIBRATION MACHINES 

98 Vibration 5 (A)       N A A N N N A N   
99 Vibration Analyser 1 (S)       N N N N N N A N   

100  Water Spray 1 (A)       A N N N N N N N   
  33.99                 
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Appendix 10 – Cost calculations 

Costs for the layouts of the laboratory  2006-12-12 
   Mark Hines 

Layout 1 - performance room 
Estimated 
costs  

    
Performance room Temperature controlled 8000  
 Ceiling, windows 70000  
 Roller door 1000  
    
Dust room Special ventilation 5000  
 Temperature controlled 2000  
 Walls, ceiling, window, sliding door 8500  
    
Sound room Sound proof 35000  
 Temperature controlled   
 Walls, ceiling, window, door   
    
Vibration room Temperature controlled 30000  
 Walls, ceiling, sliding door   
    
Offices Normal heating and cooling 4000  
 Walls, ceiling, window, door 20000  
    
Other area Normal heating and cooling system 25000  
    
TOTALLY  208500  
    
    
    

Layout 2 - open area with low ceiling 
Estimated 
costs  

    
Testing area Temperature controlled 200000  
 Walls, roller door   
    
Todays area (P356) Normal heating and cooling system 10,000  
    
    
Dust room Special ventilation 5000  
 Temperature controlled 2000  
 Walls, ceiling, window, sliding door 8500  
    
Sound room Sound proof 35000  
 Temperature controlled   
 Walls, ceiling, window, door   
    
Vibration room Temperature controlled 30000  
 Walls, ceiling, sliding door   
    
Offices Normal heating and cooling 4000  
 Walls, ceiling, window, door 20000  
    
TOTALLY  314500  
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Appendix 11 – 2D-drawing of Layout 1 

Layout 1 – Room layout
Draft of the laboratory on Aldershot road, with no scaling. Dimensions on draft in millimeter. 
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Appendix 12 – 2D-drawing of Layout 2 

Layout 2 – Open layout 
Draft of the laboratory on Aldershot road, with no scaling. Dimensions on draft in millimeter. 
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